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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 30, 1902

VOLUME 16

!)apt.

Incendiaries Burn Trusses on Pintado
Bridge Near Junction of Rock Isl- and and El Paso Roads.
Information has reached El Paso of
the burning, by incendiaries, of the
Pintado bridge, located on the El Paso
& Northeastern railroad, about
six
miles southwest of the Pecos river,
approximately the junction of the El
Paso and Rock Island roads.
A construction train bearing a largo
amount of material and many work
men crossed the partially burned
bridge before its condition had been
Considering the extent of
observed.
the damage to the bridge, it is considered marvelous to bridge men that the
structure and train did not go down.
Around the bridge the Incendiaries
heaped brush, to which they set fire.
Discharged employes of the road are
suspected as the perpetrators of the
Are, although no direct evidence incriminating them has been secured, a
reward of $200 is offered for the apprehension of the incendiaries. El Paso

Murderers Escape rrofn
the Pittsburg Jail.

Attorney of a Texas Court Brings

Suit Against a Trust.
ADMIRAL SCHLEY

IN LOUISVILLE.

Washington, D. C, Jan. 30. Secre
tary Long today received the following
cablegram from Rear Admiral Rodgers

at Cavite, concerning the march
,

choice

Go Up for Sixty Days.
A man, calling himself Charles Wil-

Fbr Protection of
Lives of Miners.

ESCAPES WRECK.

Meets With Loss.
Two

mixed, $3.754.60;
western
sheep, $15.45; native lambs, 3
6.60; western lambs, $5 6.80.

night prowler. The dog looked very
much like a coyote, and acted very fun
ny, running around In a ring and mak
ing a very peculiar noise. It Is very
llttely that it was a coyote driven
to the valloy by hunger. It is the
wrong time of year for mad dogs.

Partir's Company

of ma

NUMBER 59

Spanish-Americ-

an

War Taxes

to be Repealed.

liams, but who has several aliases, will
serve a sixty days sentence in the
Mexico Officials
county jail as the result of stealing
a pair of trousers from his roommate,
by
William King. Last Monday night he
took from a room, at the Kelly boarding house, a pair of pants and immediately left for Las Vegas. The trousers Present Generation Doomed
belonged to King, and he reported the
on Account of Insanity.
theft to the police, stating that Williams would undoubtedly return to his
city. Last night as he alighted from a
train from the north, an officer put The Last Days of the California
hands cn Williams and marched him
Prune Combination.
off to tne city Jail. Justice Crawrd
measured talents with him this morning, and thought he would be a good
DEATH OF A CONGRESSMAN.
addition to the county Jail force for the
next sixty days.

New
Confirmed

Senate.

1

Report to be Made on the Preser
vation Bison.
SOUTHERN

TOWNS DMANED

BY SLEET.

WashingtonT D. C. Jan. 30. Moody,
of Oregon, from the committee on min
ing, presented a bill In the house for
the protection of lives of miners in
the territories. It provides that in
every mine over 100 feet In depth the
mine owners shall be required to provide 5,500 cubic feet of pure air for
every fifty miners.
Mr. IJacey, of Iowa, anther of the
bill, urged and offered an amendment
providing that managers of coal mines
should employ shot firers. The amendment was adopted and the bill passed.
The nouse in committee of the whole
entered upon consideration of the bill
for the creation of a permanent census
bureau.

V
Dead.
St. Joseph, Mo., Jan. 30. Mrs. Me
llspa Emily Saxton. widow of James
Saxton, and cousin of Mrs. McKinley,
died last night of general debility, aged

Special to The Citizen.

Washington, D. C, Jan. 30. The
Curtis bill authorizes the Santa Fe
Pacific Railroad company to sell rail
road franchises.
Surveyor General Morgan Llew84.
ellyn, New Mexico,' was confirmed by
Found Guilty.
the senate.
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 30. The Jury
Land Office Official Howard Leland,
found Jin Howard guilty, and fixed his of Rob well,; M. R. Otero, Santa Fe;
Nicholas Galles, Las Cruces, were also
punishment at life Imprisonment. '

James Murray and Robert Bible. The
directors organized by electing W. D.
Murray president, J. W. Bible vice
president and general manager, and A.
Witzel, secretary and treasurer. F.
W. Reed was named as superintendent.
The capital stock of the company was
Increased from $10,000 to $35,000. An
offer was made by the company for the
Hearst line between Silver City and
Pinos Alto3. Silver City Independent.
THROWN INTO SHAFT.
Enemies Pitched Mining Man Down a
Hole.

Saturday, at a small mining camp

called Black Rock, about twelve miles
from Fort Thomas, Ariz., Fred Haas,
a well known cattle and mining man.
was forcibly seized by four or five
men and carried to the brink of the
shaft and hurled to the bottom.
Mr. Haas remained In the shaft sev

eral hours before being discovered
and when taken out was unconscious.
He was taken immediately to Pima,
twenty miles away, the nearest point,
where there Is a physician.
The guilty parties had not been ap
prehended at the time Sheriff Parxs
left Graham county, but the act Is no
doubt traceable to a quarrel of a long
standing between Haas and other
parties in that vicinity over the possession of valuable mining property.

rines across Samar:
expedition
"Details of Waller's
across Samar is not yet received.
Credit is due Shoemaker for services
rendered in connection with the rescue
f the detachment at Lanang. Marines
at Samar are to be relieved in about News.
confirmed.
ANOTHER FIREMAN.
ten days."
BIG
ARMIJ0--MANDE- R
SANATORIUM.
FIELD.
The following casualties to Captain
INCREASE OF INSANITY.
Porter's command occurred in attempt
Present Generation Doomed Unless Leaned Frcm Engine Cub and Head
ing to march from Lanang to Bosey,
It Will be Built by the Sisters of
Measures Are Adopted to Prevent
George W. Armijo and Josefita Re
Samar:
Detroit, Mich., Jan. 30. Dr. R. B.
Crushed by a Bridee.
Lieut. A. S. Willis, slightly wounded
Mercy at Silver City.
becca Manderfield Married.
Hoyt, a former member of the board of
In tho chest and weeping eczema. Cor- education, has gathered statistics
poial W. Slattery and, seven privates,
WAR TAXES.
B. STRONACH THE VICTIM.
which
convince him that at the present
condition serious from weeping
Washington, D. C, Jan. 30. The VISIT OF EMINENT SPECIALIST.
CEREMONY AT SANTA FE.
popu
insanity
the
of
of
increase
rate
Privates P. J. Connel. T. S. San
house committee on ways and means
latlon of this country will be mad In
jule, C. W. Foster, T. Bredtt, J. Woods
unanimously agreed to report a bill re
The train from the west this morn2C0 years.
F. F. Brown. T. Murray, M. Bassett. L.
taxes
Dr. Herbert Maxon King, of Grand
As pretty a wedding as ever took pealing all Spanish war revenue
ing brought the news of another sad
fifty
years."
ho
last
"Within
the
A. Bailey, J. Baronie, missing, nnd
RapldB, Mich., an eminent
place in the capital of New Mexico, except the tax on mixed flour.
"the number of insane persons accident on the Santa Fe Pacific which
hope is abandoned.
The repeal is to take effect July 1,
spent a portion of last wee't said, fools
was that today of George W. Armijo,
has Increased 300 per cent resulted In the instant death of Fireand
is
except
which
on
1902,
duty
tea.
the
in Sliver City, Investigating tea cliTWO MURDERERS ESCAPED.
son of Mariano Armijo and wife, Mrs.
If the increase continues man R. Stronach, of Winslow, Ariz.
means
That
January 1, 1903. The matic advantages of this section, and
Lola Chaves de Armijo, and grandson to take effect
No. 2 left Winslow at 10 : 2 j last night
population of this coun
entire
the
that
Condemned Men Overpower Guards of Colonel and Mrs. J. Francisco Chav total reduction is $i 7,000,000 annually. was greatly pleased with the. result of
2G0 years will have gone In charge of Conductor J. E. Miller, of
try
within
on
tax
of
tea
repeal
delay
in
the
The
and Cut Bars of Cells.
the same, says the ludependent.
es, with Josefita Rebecca Manderfield,
insane or become foolish. Figures the, this city, and with Engineer Jack
While his visit was of short dura- logic of which is Indisputable prove Brlsco and Fireman Stronach on the
Pittsburg. Pa., Jan. 30. Edward and daughter of Mrs. Josefita Salazar de is for the purpose of enabling those
James Biddle .awaiting, execution in Manderfield and the late William H.' who have stocks on hand to dUposa of tion, having arrived here Wednesday that the present generation la doomed engine. While the train was crossing
and left Saturday evening. It is liable
the county jail for the murder of a Manderfield, both young people being them. Mr. Payne says that the coun
heroic measures are resorted to. the Colorado river, about two and a
grocer, Thomas D. Khaney, of Mount related to the most prominent families try will start upon the next fiscal year to mark an epoch in the history of this unlesselncerely
believe that the human half miles east of Winslow, the fireman
"I
place ait A health resort. Dr. King is faceMa hastening
Washington, overpowered their guards of New Mexico. The bells from the with 1174,000,000 available cash.toward an abyss that leaned out of the cab, presumably to
highest
They
and
specialist
order,
morning
escaped.
of the
a
early this
and
happy event
something Is watch something alout the locomoengulf
the
us
will
announced
unless
BISON
cathedral
OF
PROTECTION
his favorable opinion means mucn to done. What this something should be tive, wHen his head struck the side of
cut the bars of their cells with saws. at 10 o'clock this forenoon. The state
30. The
D.
Jan.
Washington,
C,
the place receiving it. He was a deleThey evidently had assistance, as each ly edifice was filled with weddin
the bridge and he was hurled to Inadopted a resolution offered by gate from the United States to the of course is a matter of opinion.
had a revolver. Three guards were euests from far and near and the Eenate
death. The train was Immediatestant
evil
and
of
root
at
the
would start
the
Mr. Proctor, directing the secretaries
locked in the dungeon after one was
my attention to the proper ed ly brought to a stop and t.he lifeless
organ sent forth the en of the interior and agricultural to re International Congress of Tuberculosis
devote
the
last summer, following ucation of the masses. The regenera form of the fireman was found lying
shot. The Biddies
trancing strains of a wedding march as. port the factg t,iat tney possess re held in London
made a tour which Included
whleh
outside gate and passed into the street,
he
on the bridge with a large hole In his
mutt begin with the unborn.
by
gaining pi tcrtiuuii of bison, and
principal European sanataria for tlon
Warden Peter K. Soffel has author- the bridal party, preceded of ushers
good results can be obtained head. The lody was taken back to
ca- whether any steps ought to be taken the
think
entrance
the
main
entered
the
His
ized tTie statement that his wife is rethe treatment of consumption.
proper education of the people." Winslow and turned over to Under- sponsible for furnishing the revolver thedral. The maid of honor was Miss to prevent the extlctlon of the animals. visit to Silver City was in reality an ex from
taker Parr. Another fireman was se
sister of the bride;
and saws to the Biddies, which enabled Cerilla Manderfield,were
tension' of his tour, as he desired a per
PRUNE COMBINE,
SUCCESSION.
cured at that place and the train proPRESIDENTIAL
Eugenia
Miss
bridesmaids
the
sonal knowledge of the local climatic
them to escape. In her infatuation for
30.
The
ceeded on Its eastern Journey,
D.
Jan.
Washington,
C.
Miss
bride;
Manderfield, sister of the
Clean Up and Remit
the handsome desperado, Edward
proposing an amend- conditions and the administration of The Combine Will
resolution
Stronach has been In tho employ of
Hoar
Armijo
and
Armijo,
Anita
Miss
Mamie
to
Growers.
it is alleged that she left her husrespecting the the St. Joseph's sanatorium. Before
to
constitution
ment
Santa Fe road for several years,
the
the
Salazar,
Armijo.
Lucy
Isaurito
Master
San Jose, Jan. 30. Sixty thousand
leaving. Dr. King expressed himself
band and four children and it is supcase
in
presidency
to
the
succession
leen living in Winslow only
but
had
ring
bearer.
by
posed is to meet the escaped convicts nephew of the bride, was
president-elec- t
should die between In the highest terms concerning both. dollars has been sent out in checks
six weeks, going there, It is unthe
about
W
were
Auditor
Territorial
The
ushers
Cured
association
upon.
California
Fruit
One of the direct results of Dr. the
at a place agreed
derstood, from La Junta, Colo. He was
bis election and date ol inauguration,
King's visit was the determination on to thoso growers who delivered their alKiut 26 years of age and leaves a
It is reported that the Biddies took G. Sargent, Eduardo M. Otero, A. E. was passed.
Armijo.
The
a train west on the Panhandle railroad, Perea. Esq., and T. S. groom and
the part of Mother M. Paul, the head of prunes this year to the association. young wife in Winslow to mourn hia
bridal procession met the
which Is w ithin a block of the jail.
the Order of Mercy, of the diocese of The dividend was declared and paid la sad death.
BY SLEET.
DAMAGED
Tucson, to construct a new building, the several prune districts of the state
It has been known for several weeks his best man, who entered from the
It is reported that a sister of the
that Mrs. boffel was taking an interest sacristy, in front of the altar, the Southern Towns Have Loss Half a to be used exclusively for sanatorium as follows: District 3, including Santa dead fireman passed through here last
Clerk
secgroom's
man
prune
being
District
county
adjaceut
best
and
furnishing
SilClara
frequently
Dollars.
Is
Million
Biddies,
In
purposes.
now
in the
Mother Paul
night on No. 7 on her way to Winslow
Memphis, Tenn., Jan. 30. In towns ver City for the purpose of giving her tions, l',4 cents per pound; district 2, to vlsic the brother and his wife.
them with dainties. The county com- A. M. Bergere.
by
A high mass was celebrated
Vicar west of Memphis heavy damage from personal attention to this Improve- including the northern prune growing
missioners have offered a reward of
This Is the third death that has occounties, 1 cent per pound; district 1, curred
55,000 for the recapture of the mur- General Anthony Fourchegu, assisted weight of sleet on roofs is reported. At ment.
on the Santa Fe Pacific, as a
prune
buildings
valley
priests.
Rev.
including
Joaquin
Deraches
Jules
by
San
two
the
dozen
derers.
Llttlo Rock, Ark., a
It is expected, that work upon the
coming
contact with
of
result
Archbishop
The bridges, within the in
were wrecked, causing a loss of half a new building will be commenced at counties, l,g cents per pound.
After the Khaney murder on April 12 was master of ceremonies.
eight months,
last,
once early In February, as the sisters dividend was figured on the basis of and In each case the unfortunate viclast. Detective Patrick Fitzgerald and Bourgade spoke the words that united million dollars.
pronounced
prunes,
young
opera
lives
and
from
on
all
two
brothsizes
house
Dyersburg,
Tenn.,
the
four
Biddle
these
the
surprised
At
the
already have sufficient funds at their
two officers
was a fireman.
Second quality prunes received tim
ers at their home, but before they were the blessing upon them. The ceremony was practically wrecked. Heavy dam command for such purpose.
When
captured Fitzgerald was killed and Ed- was beautiful and impressive, the' mu- age is reported at Union City, Tenn.
completed, it will have a capacity of Vi of a cent less.
FOREST RANGERS.
About twenty cars of the 1901 crop
fifty additional patients. It will be
ward Biddle, who shot him, was dan sic by a special choir being a feature.
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS.
Walter Dorman, E. H. Salazar, brother of the bride,
gerously wounded.
built upon the California mission plan, remain unsold in the hands of the as- Their Selection It To Be Left Entirely
to The Forest Supervisors.
Treasurer Lewis Bond
is, around a court or plaza. Being sociation.
JeBsie Bodine and Jennie Seehers were gave her away at the altar. To the
that
New York Money.
A Washington dispatch says: Presithey expected to clean up
wHTft
outstated
one
that
room
depth,
aUo arresteu. Dorman turned state's joyful, triumphant strains of another
but
in
Money
on
call
30.
New York, Jan.
and Inside iorches, it will really the new crop and remit the balance dent Roosevelt today carried out the
evidence and the two Biddies were wedding march the wedding party left steady at
24 per cent. Silver, 65. side
promise made Saturday to Forest Sul.e a succession of separate rooms or to the growers In thirty days.
convicted of Khaney's murder. The the church for the Manderfield man
pervisor Seth Bullock, that In future
lftoo
of
the
A
balance
considerable
jKirehes
women were released.
very
cottages.
slon on College street, which was a
The
extensive
SL Louis Wool.
rangers shall le selcted by the
bower of fragrant blossoms. There a
St. Louis, Mo.. Jan. 30. Wool-Ste-ady; will give ample scope for keeping the crop stil'. remains In the association's forest
by the secretary
SUIT AGAINST TRUST.
wedding breakfast was served. The
territory and western medium, patients comfortably, out of doors, possession. This will be remitted to supervisors, andbynotwriting
a peremptby II. B. Cart 16jl8c; fine. 12017c; coarse, 1101 Gc. which, of course, is an essential in the the growers in two Installments, the of the Interior,
wedding
furnished
cake
A County Attorney of Texas After One
secretary
ory
of the InA
to
letter
the
days.
few
a
be
to
iu
declared
first
consumption.
proper management of
Lwrlght & Brother, which graced the
of the Combines.
Metal.
New
York
A large recreation room or sun par- large part of the crop has been sold, terior to that effect. It directs the secbeautifully
elegant
and
of
center
the
Dallas. Texas, Jan. 30. Suit ha8
retary In tuture to leave the appointNew York, Jan. 30. Copper Strong lor will be a feature of the new build but the money has not been received
was a work of art t,hat
been tiled here by the county attorney decorated table,
ment of forest rangers wholly In the
unchanged
12s4(g
Firm;
Lead
be
ing,
which
will
12Tic.
almost
saw it.
the walls of
against Granville P. Meade, in the fed- was admired by all those who
hands of the foreBt supervisors, who
Death of a Congressman.
providof
entirely
glass,
highly
was
constructed
pyramid
form,
in
It
rose
eral court, receiver for the Standard
Chicago Grain.
Providence, R. I., Jan. 30.
know what Is required and who will
gntheringplace
a
bright,
ing
cheerful
by
a
was
and
surmounted
ornamented
Light & Power company of Dallas. The
Jan., for the patients during disagreeable
111., Jan. 30.
Chicago,
Wheat
MassaSprague,
of
name western men, familiar with the
Charles
orange
blos
petition alleges that the Standard com- large wedding bell and
May. 78V478ic.
chusetts, dic--l in a sanitarium here to- country, able to camp out in snow or
754075c;
a
Include
plans
weather.
also
The
soms.
pany entered into a combination for
Corn Jan.. COc; May, b3(fi ti3c.
blizzard and to meet every requireroom especially designed for the ap- day.
From 2 to 4 o'clock a reception was
the restriction of trade and became
May, 44$jC.
ment
Oats
of the arduous situation. Eastern
Jan..
43c;
will
which
plication
of
Armijo
at the
liable to the plaintiff in the sum of given Mr. and Mrs.
He Had Hiccoughs.
Pork Jan., J15.C5; May, $15.!o.
theorists and "tenderfeet" must not be
applimost
modern
be
with
titted
the
hunmansion,
which
at
Manderfield
day
a
for
214
days, or $l,07t.oto.
$5,ono
A peculiar case is receiving the at given places.
Lard Jan.. $!t.27,i; May. $0.42,i.
ances for giving hot and cold, spray,
dreds called to offer their congratulaForfeiture of charter is asked for.
Ribs Jan.. $8.22b; May, 8.42
of Dr. Casscls of this city. In
Representative Tongue, of Oregon,
tention
baths.
needle
shower,
plungoand
groom
wishand their best
tions to the
g
August last MassilMo Mondragon, liv-- i called on the president today and
It
has
A
included.
lalioratory
Is
aUo
es to the bride.
ADMIRAL SCHLEY.
Kansas City Live Stock.
ity
by
long
signed
tli
wa3
pitted
petition
in
a
the
outskirts
tho
tf
puriieen especially designed fgr the
The wedding presents were many
Kansas City. Mo., Jan. 30. Cattle
with hiccoughs, lie did not call members of the courts of his state,
He Is the Guest of the Knights Tem- and magnificent.
Congratulatory let- Receipts. 30,oo0 head; market steady; pose of original research as well as seized
until the other day, members o' the legislature and
physlc'an
a
in
inof
work
laboratory
the
plar of Louisville.
the
routine
ters were received from all parts of the native tsteers, 4.&5fi G.5o; Texas and
malady
had pievt nted th'e nei.t citizens generally, protesting
his
Ky..
Jan. 30. Admiral United States, Including congratula- Indian steers, $3.'J0 5 25; Texas cows, stitute.
Louisville.
operation of the bowels for twelvedays against what they understand to le
Schley was lo'ay the guebt of the tions from President Roosevelt. Hon. $2. 505 4.25; native cows and heifers,
in succession and his body had become the new policy of the Interior depart
Arizona Postmasters.
Louisville Knights Templar. The pa- Solomon Luna, Governor Otero and $313.25; tstockers and feeders, 3.50
terribly
emaciated. Dr. Cassels was the ment as to the policing of forest reserArizona
Washington.
30
owing
D.
Jan.
to
the bad nanv others.
C.
rade was abandoned
4.S5.
changes: Arlzall, William doctor summoned and he succeeded vations.
weather. The admiral visited the girls'
Sheep Receipts. l.OoO head; marMr. and Mrs. Armijo intend to leave
hicThe petitioners insist that the forest
high teliooi, tne .Masonic muows ana tomorrow morning oh a wedding tour ket steady; muttons, $3.754.85; Weaver, to succeed Frank A. Stone, after a tune In stopping the man's bownow employed, who are well
Inducing
patient's
rangeis
his
coughs
sucand
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resigned;
to
Oral.
a.
Martha
the
home,
and
Industrial
Orphans'
t0 Philadelphia, New York, Washing-Schoo- l lambs. $5.25(5 5.85; western wethers,
ceed Hermann Kanip Meier, removed; els to perform their natural function. acquainted with tneir duties and perof Reform, being received with ton wnere a cau wjn be made upon f 1.25 4.75; ewes, 3.i5i 4.25.
San Simon. Frank Llbby, to succeed Mondragon, who is a man of famliy form them faithfully, should be rethe utmost enthusiasm by the children. preKlllt.nt Roosevelt, and other eastern
T.
It. Brandt, resigned.
Live
Stock.
and very poor, is now on the high road tained, and the policing of the parks
Chicago
7
points. New Mexican, Jan. 20.
not turned over to inexperienced men.
Chicago. 111., Jan. 30. Cattle Reto recovery. Deniing Headlight.
Hungry Coyotes.
Scalded to Death.
M. C. Stewart and II. It. Wells, of ceipts, 10,500 head; market dull and
Considerable excitement was caused
A bed of good quality of borax has
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Telephone Company Meeting.
The
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A UNIQUE COLLECTION.

g
OFFICE SUPPLIES
8 ALL PERIODICALS
EASTERN PAPERS
SCHOOL BOOKS
STATIONERY, Etc

Seventeen Swords, Knives and Daggers Sent Dy Ralph McFie.
Judge and Mrs. McFie. of Santa Fe,
received from their son, Italph, who Is
holding a government position in the
Philippines, a collection of swords,
knives nnd dagger used by the Filipinos In their warfare on the Americans. There are many unique types of
these weapons In the collection, showing that t lie Filipinos have considerable skill in the mechanic arts. The
handles of the swords are mostly wood
or o'rnamented metal, wrapped in several cases with a peculiar cord. The
sheathes for the swords are either
carved wood or leather. The collection
came wrapped in fabrics peculiar to
the Philippines. There were also several specimens of beautiful fabrics
woven by the Moros.

Send us your orders for the New Year.

O. A.

aos V. Railroad Ave

MATSCN

&

CO.,

Albuquerque, New tfex

Pure Drugs, Toilet Articles, Trusses, Rubber Supplies,
Chest Protectors and Druggists' Sundries.
Prescriptions filled with cpre and accuracy.
Corner

Ibuqurrque Daily
HUGHES

&

Gold Avenue

and First Street.

.

hoped the necessary $500 can lie
.
cured.

(Jifijcr,

f
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McCKElGHT, Publishers

In 1850 the per capita of wealth in
Thos. Hughes
Editor tho United States was $307.09. In lyuO
per capita was $1,235.80. with a
W. T. McCrelght, Mgr. and City Ed. the
population Increased threefold.
Published Daily and Weekly.

D. C.

New Mexico
from the
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Congress.
Terms of Subscription:
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territory.

Former President Kruger is not likely to visit the United States unless
there is a material improvement in his
health.
.

The French chamber of deputies Is
considering a proposal to spend C00,.
000,000 francs on water ways and canals In order to meet American
Mexico has asked Mr. Carnegie for
for libraries. When a man
Is determined not to die rich his
friends are not confined to any one
J4.000.000

.Figures published by the treasury department place the aggregate of wealth
In the United States In 1900 at
against a total of only
In 1850.

There are indications of an immense
outbreak of railroad building in the
west, beside which all these little
branches constructed in the last few
years will be mere switches.

It Is asserted that Great Britain not
only refused to Join other powers
against the United States during the
war with Spain, but threatened to use
force to nullify any such combination.
To reduce the cost of living in this
city should be the earnest effort of
every citizen. That would greatly
stimulate all business, and especially
would it make manufacturing possible.

$66,051,187.

The total silver specie

im-po- rt

was $36,386,521.

treasuiy report states that the
number of savings bank depositors in
this country has grown from 1,067.061
In 1866 to 6,358,723 in 1901, and the
railway mileage from 9,021 miles in
1850 to 199,378 miles in 1901.
A

The name Old Glory was given to
the United States flag by William
Driver of Salem, Mass., 6kipper of the
brig Charles Dogget. Driver died in
Nashville, Tenn., in 1886. The flag
which Captain Driver first called Old
Glory is preserved In the Essex insti-

tute at Salem.

Every advertiser has some reason to
believe he can interest the pub'.ic in
the goods he has to sell. No advertiser can afford to pass up an opportunity
to get business by offering values. If
the opportunity is neglected today it
may be Impossible

tunity tomorrow.

to fix

that

oppor-

Mexico has the smallest navy In the
world In proportion to her population.
Twelve million people are protected by
a fleet of two dispatch vessels, two
gunboats, each carrying one
muzzle-loadinfour-togun and four
n

ffered

from lumbago.

g

small breechloaders, and five second-clastorpedo boats.
This fleet is
manjied by 90 officers and DUO men.

s

This city lias four days in which to
subscrile the necessary fund to make
a New Mexico exhibit at Charleston.
The space in the exhibition ball will be
held tor us till then. This morning
Messrs. Bryan, Ilfeld and Hughes secured $150 in subscriptions. This is an
important matter to this city, and it is

I finally

Va.,
Bu-

tried

o

Crushed by the Cars.
Will Reedy, who drives a hack for
the Holden livery met with a sad accident at 7:55 last evening which will
cost him the loss of his left arm and
left leg and may result fatally.
In going to meet one of the Santa Fe
trains, and while crossing the tracks
on Commercial street he was struck by
a freight car being backed down by a
diate result.
switch engine. The concussion smashed
And jet there are persons who con- the front end of the hack, injured one
tinually murmur aliout "human nature" of the horses, and threw the driver
and its depths of turpitude txnd wi;
under the car, which ran over him,
The reformer who proposes crushing his left arm and left leg In a
any sort of plan for tho betterment ol motit horrible manner. Trinidad
a community is invariably met with
the plaint: "It's all very well, but
you'll have to change human nature An Attack of Pneumonia Warded Off.
"Some time ago my daughter caught
first." Siich a person is the worst kind
She complained
of
of pessimist, lie looks at his fellow- - a severe cold.
man with mistrust and skepticism, nalns in her chest and had a bad
I gave
her Chamberlain's
even with hatred. He is guilty of a cough.
Cough Remedy according to directions
libel upon humanity.
two
days
and in
she was well and
It i3 one of the most cheering things, able to go to school.
I have used
and fullest of hope, that in this busy, tnl8 remedy in my family for t!1 past
distracting world, people daily and seven years and have never known it
hourly turn aside to give of their time to fail, says James Prendergast, merand money to those in distress. The chant, Annato Bay, Jamaica, West
India Islands. The pains in the chest
cry of hunger rarely goes unheard.
Indicated an approaching attack of
That there is evil In the world and pneumonia,
which In
Instance was
that cruel wrongs are perpetrated can- undoubtedly warded this
off by Chambernot be denied. But that such wrongs lain's Cough Remedy. It counteracts
are the outgrowth of anything Inher- any tendency of a cold toward pneuent In human nature cau be and is de- monia. For sale by all druggists.
nied. Who can doubt that ninety-nin- e
out of a hundred persons prefer to do ALBUQUERQUE & JEMEZ SPRINGS
STAGE.
right rather than wrong?
And that
Leaves from Trimble's stables every
when they do wrong it is their circum- Tuesday and Saturday
at 5 o'clock
stances or environment rather than a. ra. Only line with a change of stock
their nature that impels them? It is en route through in a day. Bath house
something without and not within
open all the year. Fine winter resort.
the incentive of gain, for instance
Tickets for sale by W. L. i'nmble &
that moves them. Human nature is Co., Albuquerque. J. B. BLOCK. Prop.
o
not a monstrosity. It is in the Innate
Deming! Have you been there? If
goodness of mankind, which all the not,
you shoald get there for the big
ages have not been able in anywise to sale of lots on the 17th of this month.
dim or destroy, that the hope of posterity lies.
Wanted
Informat'on as to whereabouts of
Eugenio Trujillo. a young man 20
IRRIGATION LEGISLATION.
The senate committee on public years of age. Left Albuquerque about
months since for California
lands has unanimously endorsed the eighteen
to work In sugar factory. Address
irrigation bill framed by the western Vlctorlano
Trujillo, Albuquerque, New
members of congress. The president Mexico.
two
paved
of
and
members
tho cabinet
Short lengths of carpets, ranging
the way for bucIi a measure in a message and reports to congress. The from one to twenty yards, at half cost.
Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
San Francisco Call says that if any
o
precedent were needed to demonstrate
In Deming you can buy lots for $100
anew the value of irrigation carried which will pay you 100 per cent, in less
out on a large scale it would be found than twelve months.
in what has been accomplished by the
British In Egypt. In a recent report
in
World"
on the subject Lord Cromer states that
since 1885 the government of Egypt
has expended over $35,000,000 on public works connected with the Nile.
That is an enormous outlay for a country 60 poor as Egypt, but the results
prove it to have been one of the most
successful achievements of British
rule. It has had the effect of doubling
the cotton crop and adding upwards of
$25,000,000 annually to tho income of
the people.
Basing conclusions upon the results
thus obtained by improved irrigation
facilities in lower Egypt, the British
are sanguine that an even larger proportional benefit will be derived from
comprehensive irrigation along the upper Nile. It is proposed to dam ono of
the lakes which form the sources of is a long way ahead, but probably a
the Nile and so create a huge reservoir few who read this advertisement hold
to draw upon at need.
contracts with the society which will
Sir William Garstln, who has charge not terminate until the twenty-firs- t
of the engineering' problems involved century.
in the scheme, states in a recent rewill have ceased payport that a series of dams and canals ingTheassured
premiums long before then, but it
can be so constructed that the com- may be that tho society will
still be
pleted work will not only provide irri- paying the Instalments, or
annuity, to
gation for millions of arid acres, but the beneficiaries. This fact
be
will also drain extensive swamps and, a powerful argument in favorshouldconof
finally, improve the navigation of the servatism, safety and
strength in the
upper Nile as well. The accomplish- management
of a life assurance com
ment of three such important benefits pany. The Equitable is the strongest
by a single scheme of improvement
life company in the world. Its po.icles
will certainly rank among the best are the government
bonds of life as
things the white man has yet perform- surance.
ed in the task of Improving the condiSend for information regarding a
tion of inferior races.
Continuous Instalment Policy, which
provides for an annual Income to the
A Good Recommenaation.
beneficiary for life.
"I have noticed that the sale on
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets is almost invariably to those who
have once used them," Bays Mr. J. H
Weber, a prominent druggist of Caa
cade, Iowa. What better recommenda
tlon could any medicine have than for
people to call for It when again in need
of such a remedy? Try them when
you feel dull after eating, when you
Of the United States.
have a bad taste in your mouth, feel
bilious, have no appetite or when
WALTER N. PARKHURST
troubled with constipation, and you
are certain to be delighted with the
General Manager,
prompt relief which they afford. For New Mexico and Arizona Department,
eaie uy an druggists.
Albuquerque. N. M.

the

The 21st
Century

The Equitable
Life Assurance

Society
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TWO THOUSAND PIECES
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All Samples and No Two Alike, Qualities and Prices Amazingly Attractive, It is a Sale which Offers You
Advantages Not to be Duplicated

V

1
!

o
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Chamberlain's Pain Balm and it gave
me entire relief, which all other remedies had failed to do." For sale by
all druggists.

Strongest

The total gold specie export for 1901
was $53,185,177.'
The total silver
specie export was $64,285,180. The total gold specie import for 1901 was

o

for Lumbago.
W. C. Williamson, of Amherst.
says: "For more than a year I
A Cure

THE HEART OF THE PEOPLE.
If anyone has any domn that the
great heart of the people is merciful
and just, the promptitude with which
tho public has responded to the appeals of the destitute In the last two
or three daya oujUt to be sufficient to
dispel it, says the Kansas City Star.
In each instance money, food, clothing
and kind words have been the imme-

Associated Preet afternoon dispatches
Largest City and County Circulation
The Largest New Mexico Circulation
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation
Copies of Ibis paper may be found
on file at Wasnlngton In the office of
our special correspondent, E. G. Signers, 918 F street, N. W Washington,

Fifty-Sevent-

Jackson. Danville, 111. .writes:
daughter had a severe attack of
la grippe and a terrible cough settled
in her lungs. We tried a great many
remedies without giving relief. She
tried Foley's Honey and Tar which
cured her. She has never been troubled with a cough since." Alvarado
Pharmacy.
N.
"My
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LEOM B. STERM 220
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THE

Bank of Commerce

$y .liiii'--

ALBUQUERQUE

'

Capital

Health and Disease

$100,000

at Illustrated in the Scalp. Fit;. I
fhows a section of a healthy hair
magnified.
Fig. 2 shows the deadly
effect or the DANDRUFF GERMS
that are destroying the hair root
Destroy the cause you remove
the effect
No Dandruff, no Falling Hair, no
Baldness, If you kill the germ with .

W. S. STRICKLER,

NEWBRO'S

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY

,

President
and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ast. Cashier

V. P

WM. MclNTOSH
J. U BALDRIDGE

si

SOLOMON LUNA

A. M. BLACKWELL

W. A. MAXWELL

gCKCOOCOCOCOCC

MARRIAGE IN HIGH LIFE.

Whitney

THE WEDDING.
The marriage bells rang loud and long,
And this is what they said:
There's nothing baked on earth can
beat
The New England's

AND DIRECTORS

M. S. OTERO,

HERPICIDEL

For Sale by all Druggist.
Price $1.00.

OFFICERS

Company

WHOLESALE

DEALERS IN

Pure White

Bread.

SHELF

THE HONEYMOON.
They billed and cooed from morn till
night.
And in a Pullman sped,
They lived on love and ever ate
The New England's Pure White

HEAVY

street
For New England Pure White Bread.

MORAL.
Young ladles, ere you're married
To Tom or Dick or Ned,
Don't paralyze your sweet-heart- s
With your white (?) bread;
Ana when you have signed the

HARDWARE

WAGON WOOD WORK, IRON PIPE FITTINGS, BRASS GOODS and
GENERAL STEAM AND WATER SUPPLIES.
MANUFACTURERS OF GALVANIZED CORNICE AND SHEET
METAL GOODS.
WRITE TO US FOR PRICES.
SANITARY PLUMBERS, STEAM AND GAS FITTERS.

Bread.

LIFE'S STERN REALITY.
The honeymoon was over
And their oven wouldn't bake,
The staff of life and sweetmeats
No better than the cake
The husband fussed and fretted,
'Cause he wanted to be fed
And his wife ran to South Second

AND

Q

South First St.

Albuquerque,

New Mexico

OOCXXDCX3COCOC

Your Business
is Judged by Your Stationery
con-

tract.
If these lines bo rightly read,
You'll always go to Xydias
For New England Bread.

sing of San Francisco,
Or Denver's dusty town,
You may move in Old St. Louis,
Or hold Chicago town,
New York may a figure
In Philadelphia wake.
But you've got to hit Albuquerque
For New England Bakery Bread.
Automatic 'Phone 556, opp. Postofflee.

If your Stationery Is Smutty and
Blurred, Pccrly Printed qn Poor Stock,
your correspondents size you up ac:
cordingly : : :

::::::

You may

Arrival and Departure of Mails.
MAILS ARRIVE.
From the north and east. . .11 :00 a.m.
10:40 p.m.
and
12:30 a.m.
Distributed
12:30 p.m.
and
From the west
8:05 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
Distributed
From tho south
7:10 a.m.
Distributed
7:50 a.m.
MAILS CLOSE.
For the north and east
11:00 p.m.
and
7:10 a.m.
For the west
10:00 p.m.
For the south
10:00 p.m.
Mail for Las Vegas, East Las Vegas
and Santa Fe closes at 6 p. m.
Carriers collect mail from boxes at
5 p. in.

Carriers leave postofflee at 8 a. m.
and 3:30 p. m.
Sunday Hours
General Delivery
and carriers' wiudows open from 10 to
a. m.
General delivery window open daily
except Sunday from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m.
K. W. HOPKINS, P. M.
11

Deming!
Don't overlook it if you
are looking for a sale and paying

THE ALBUQUERQUE

DftllY CITIZEN

Does the Bert Printing in this part of
the Territory, because they have the
Best Equipped Plant, Employ the
Best Workmen, and Use the Best
Stock

::::::::::

Try Us with Your Next Order
oocxxxxxxxxxjncococcocooa

Baby Carriages

and

Go-Car-

ts

Babies need fresh air and can get it
properly only by being out of doors in
food weather. To give the baby its
airing a
or baby carriage is
very necessary. We have a large new
aad elegant supply on hand. Also
house furnishing goods of every description. Cash or easy terms.
go-ca-

The Futrelle FurnitureCo.
Corner Second and Coal.
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WOMAN'S BEAUT

Notes from Correspondents

I

How it is Made or Marred.

ALGODONES.

for to the Hearst people for their line
between Silver City and Pinos Altos.
Special Correspondence.
T. F. Chandler, an old resident of
Algodones, N. M., Jan. 28. The folcity, returned from quite an exthis
lowing marriages took place here durtrip In Arizona, where he' was
tended
ing the month: January, Juan Archl-bequ- e in the employ
of a large mining comto Miss Ophelia Lobato; Janu- pany. He
has
accepted a position as
ary 9, Prudenclo Garcia to Miss Ocarlg manager of
the electric light and Ice
Rael; January 20, the double wedding plant in Deming,
which is being erectof George F. Pitts to Miss Isabel Gar- ed by
the Silver City Beer and Ice
cia and David Gurule to Misa Petra company.
,
Archibeque, which took place In the lit
Algodones.
chapel
tie
at
WINSLOW.
John L. Pitts, of Gallup, acted as
best man for his brother, George, and Special Correspondence.
Miss Lui Garcia was the bridesmaid.
Winslow, Arizona, Jan. 28. Mrs. C.
John L. Pitts Is very popular here, Kelly has sold her lodging house on
everybody liking him. The wedding Third street and has gone back to her
ceremony was performed by Father old home on Kinsley avenue to live.
Joseph, of Bernalillo, assisted by Fath-e- r
Mrs. W. A. Forbes la a buyer who
Coudert.
The beautiful marriage has a thorough knowledge of her busiceremony of the Catholic church was ness.
something worth going to see.
The first snow of the year fell last
Dances have been the order of the (Saturday) night. This kind of weathday for some weeks past and from two er Is much needed In Arizona, not hav-into three dances each week have come
any rain In the last six months, and
off Eince the first of the month, and an- the feed on the range Is very much
other Is being arranged for next Satur- dried up andwater is short.
day night.
T. F. Moran, one of our Santa Fe
The feast of Algodones took place Pacific dispatchers at this point, has
here on the 19th and was largely at- taken up his residence at Hardy, Aritended by people from Albuquerque, zona, which is nine miles east of Win-sloBernalillo,
Los Cerrillos, Santa Fe,
The boys say he was elected
Pena Blanca and several other places. mayor of the place the next day after
y
Yeste-dawas a red letter day here. arriving. Every train crew voted for
Judge Crollott, who is acting as school him as they passed.
superintendent examined the school at
W. A. Parr has sold sixteen feet of
this place. The judge is well qualified the west side of lot 12, block 10, Hicks
for the business of superintendent and addition, to the town of Winslow' for
done his work in a thorough business alley purposes for the sum of $187.50.
manner. His address to the parents F. T. La Prade sold sixteen feet on the
i3t the school children was of a very opposite side of the street for $110.
. high order. Judge Crollott highly comThis was a needed improvement.
plimented the teacher, O. P. Hovey, on
No light has been shed upon the
the thorough efficiency of his manage- mysterious killing of Juan Lucero a
ment of the school. The examination week ago, and the way it looks now
was all done In the English language, It will always remain a mystery.
although every scholar In ths school
Harry Anderson has been preparing
are native born New Mexicans. The to make brick, but the recent fall of
examination was highly satisfactory snow prevents him frpm making any
to the superintendent, who was very further preparations until the snow
much surprised to find the school so leaves the ground. We would rather
far ahead of his expectations. Several see me snow on the ground than the
Ipt the children are doing very well and brick.
tnade a very creditable showing. The
James H. Case, of Winslow, made a
following were remarkably good: Fed-tric- flying trip to Albuquerque on business.
Miera, Jose C. Duran, Jose Luna, He reports" a good time with old
. Anita Vigil, Luctanita Luna, Pablita friends In the metropolis
of New MexGutierrez and Frank and Julian Grie-go-. ico.
Reading in English and translating
J. R. Barnes, of Ream's Canyon, Ariinto Spanish was almost perfect, as zona, arrived in town Sunday afterwell as spelling, geography, mathemat- noon after being two days on the road
ics, etc. Federico Miera and Pablita with a team and spring wagon carryGutierrez, In their respective classes, ing the remains of the wife of Mr.
never made a single error. The sup- Barnes, who died at the canyon, aged
erintendent took occasion to highly 22 years. The remains were conveyed
compliment the school directors on the to the undertaking parlors of W. A.
fine school building and their good for- Parr, where they were embalmed and
tune in securing such a capable teach- prepared for shipment to her old home
er. He also very much admired the In Jefferson county, Kentucky, leaving
drawing and fancy work done by sev- here the next evening, accompanied by
eral of the children, and I confidently her husband.
predict when the reports come In from
Ed. Whipple, of Flagstaff, was in
the several school districts of the town on Monday. on business, returncounty, that, outside of Albuquerque, if ing 'on No. 8 Tuesday morning.
Algodones does not take first place It
Snow continues to lay on the ground.
will stand vrey close to the head.
This is rare weather for this part of
There was a slight sprinkling of Arizona, although good for the counsnow this morning, with indications of try. Sheep and cattlemen are rejoica coming storm. The weather has ing.
Myer Flynn, whose estimable wife
been very fine up to the present time.
JAMES H. MADDEN.
has been sick for a long time and went
to California for the benefit of her
Heads Should Never Ache.
health, reports In letters received here
Never endure this trouble. Use at
she Is fast recovering, and is now
once the remedy that stopped It for that
Mrs. N. A. Webster, of Winnie, Va. able to take long walks and will soon
Her many
She writes, "Dr. King's New Life Pills be able to return home
wholly cured me of sick headaches I friends wish her a speedy return to
had suffered from for two years." Cure health and home.
headache, constipation, biliousness. 25
cents at ail druggists.
GALLUP.
.

J
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A Reliable Remedy for Bowel Troubles
Rev. J. M. Yingling, pastor of the
Bedford St. M. E. church, Cumberland,
Md., says: "It affords me great pleas-

ure

to recommend
Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
'I have used it and know others who
have never known it to fail." For sale
by all druggists.
o

SILVER CITY.

Special Correspondence.
feilver City, N. M., Jan. 28. Fred
Shelton, one of the old timers of Sll
ver Cltv. died at his home in this citv
$ last Friday evening. He came to New
Mexico in 1877 and settled In Silver
City, where he has resided ever since
and was engaged in business.
The stockholders of the Great West
, ern Oil company, located in this city,
are very muuch elated over the prospects of oil on their property at Santa
Roaa, Guadalupe county, as a company
M,.
t wno are ooring a wen adjoining their
property have every Indications that
they will strike a good flow of oil.
A sanitarium for tuberculosis diseases, to be built in Silver City, Is
"f
again being brought to the front. A
noted specialist. S. Herbert M. King,
of Grand Rapids. Mich., visited this
city last week with that purpose in
view and to look over the ground and
also post himself on the benefits deriv
cd by consumptives in climate. The
doctor was very favorable impressed
with this locality for the location of
such an institution. It is also stated
k
upon good authority that the Sisters of
Mercy have almost completed plans
for the building of a sanitarium adjoin
''"
ing their hospital In this city, for the
treatment of tuberculosis diseases with
an outlay of $:J3,uo0. The work on
thia structure, it is expected, will com
mence In the early part of February.
Hon. J. W. Fleming, of this city, was
r
elected fifth vice president of the International Miners' association, to
.
resent New Mexico, which met at El
Paso a short time ago.
The Giant County Telephone company at a meeting of its directors and
officers yesterday elected officers for
the ensuing year and also voted to increase their capital stock from $10,000
V S' 135,000. The company made an of-

-

There Is nothing more subtle than
woman's beauty. It eludes all attempts
to analyze it A woman may have the
measurement aud lines of the Medician
Venus and yet lack beauty. Or she may
defy artistic ' standards and be known
everywhere as a beautiful woman. There
is, however, one kind of beauty which is
recognized by all and which is every
woman's dower, a beauty to which the
French have given the name of " The
Many a time we
Beauty of Youth."
turn to watch some sweet, young girl,
But if we
impressed by her beauty.
analyze the beauty we find it is made up
of smooth skin, clear complexion, bright
eyes, ruddy lips and rounded contours.
That beauty ought to last always. But

-

how soon we see it fade. The young
wife looks at her yellow skin, sunken
cheeks and hollow eyes and marvels at
her own falling off. And the younger
girls still retaining the beauty of youth
wonder "what her husband could have
seen attractive in her," not knowing that
it will be their turn to fade very soon.

"GETTINO YOCNO AGAIN."

It is one ot the triumphs of "Favorite
Prescription
that its results are so

la a synonym for quality, and comprises all grocers' shelf goods, canneu,
bottled, pickled and sacked. Order the
"Club House Brand," which Is the beat
line obtainable. Our service la prompt
and our customers are assured proper

treatment

,

-

8

A. J. 1Y1AL0Y, 214

i-

palpably and visibly real. The cure of
womanly diseases by this medicine is
proved by the gain in ,fiesh and weight,
by the restoration of youthful freshness,
by the renewed strength and ambition,
and by all the outward and visible signs
of robust health.
"I enjoy good health; thanks to
Dr. Tierce's Favorite Trescription and
'Golden Medical Discovery," writes Mrs.
T. J. Schnetyer, of Tontine, Livingston
Co., 111. " Have taken six botrtes of each
kind. 1 was taken sick last February
and the doctors here called it ' Grip.' I
lay for four weeks in bed, and when I got
np I found I had 'displacement' ! Had
such aches and pains in my back and
limbs, could not stand any length of
knew that our home doctor
time
uvuld insist the first thine
on an examination, and
that J would not submit
-- t.
10, uniess i was aanger-Vf
ously sick, and then it
would be too late. If any-on- e
had told me your
medicines would do me so
much good I would have
said, 'Oh no, not that
much good.' I can say
truly I was surprised at
the benefit I received. An
old friend of mine said to
me, 'Why, what is the
matter with you, you are
getting so young again'?
1 tola her I had taken six
bottle of Dr. Tierce's medicine, and
that if she would do likewise she would
feel ten years younger, too."
There is one clause in Mrs. Schnetyer's
letter, which voices the sentiments of
thousands of sensitive women. n I knew
that our home doctor would insist the

orchestra, and R. Wyper, who leads the

DO NT.

Many a woman in just such a case,
realizing the danger she runs yet neglects medical treatment because she
shrinks from the indelicate questionings, the offensive examinations and
obnoxious local treatments which the
home physician often thinks necessary.
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COMFORT

jWm. Chaplin

MOST COMPLETE 8T0CK OF CHILDREN'8 SHOES IN CITY

Gross, Bfackwell &Cq
(Incorporated)
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Medical Adviser thoroughly, and when

Out
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K.

C. Baking Powder,
Navajo 'Blankets,
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GROCERIES
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Colorado Lard and

Meat.

1

Toti & Gradi
DEALERS

f
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IIODORS.

Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAS
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-IETN. M.

Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay
and Grain.
Imported French, and Italian
Qoods.
Sole agents for 5an Antoolo Lime.

Free delivery to all parts of the city.

Dr. Tierce's Common Sense Medical

Adviser, containing 1008 large pages and
over 700 illustrations, is sent fret on
receipt of stamps to pay expense of mail-in- g
only. Send 31 one-cestamps for
the cloth bound volume, or only at
stamps for the book in paper covers.
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

GBOGBRS

We handle

anything is the matter with any of our
large family the first thing we do is to
see what the book says."
Telephoce

247.

213, 215, 217

North Third Street

I

--

The Wearing of the Green.
Those green tags on our winter
goods mean that you can wear the
goods that the tags are on at a much
lower price than they are actually
worth. Because all our winter goods
must and will be sold. SImoa Stern,
the Ral'.road avenue clothier.
Deming is the great mining center
of the southwest.
Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 5328 and 5904.)
Department of the Interior, Land
Offl;e at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 2,
Notice is hereoy given

that the fol
settler has fllea notice
of his intention to make rinai proof in
8u port of his claim, and that said proof
will le maae before the Probate Clerk
of Bernalillo County, at Albuquerque,
New Mexico, on February 10, 19u2,
viz.: Gregorio Apodaca y Candelarla
for the SW4 of NWVi Sec. 24. SEVi
NEV4 Sec. 23. T. 9 N.. R. 4 E., and
Ni;i of SEV4 of Sec. 23. and NW!4
lowing-name-

d

I

Excursion
to Florida
We arc organizing an excursion to Florida, to leave
Denver, 10 j. 111., Tuesday, January 2S.
Hound trip rate, Denver to Jacksonville, $67.50,
Ueturji limit, June 1, 1902.
The excursion will bo personally conducted and affords an unequalled opportunity of escaping the discomforts of a Colorado winter and enjoying, in their
place, the soft skies and balmy air of the sunny south.
Booklet giving full information given on request.

iauiliiipi

Ticket Office 1039 17th St.
G. W. VALLERY, General Agent,

SW'14 Sec. 24. T. 9 N. R. 4 E.

lie names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation 01 said lana, viz.:
Adolph Harsch, of Albuquerque, N.
M.: Francisco Apodaca y MoJina, of
Alliuquerque. N. M.; Francisco Grlego,
Kafael Aiodaca
cf Aliiuquerqtie, N. 1
y Nuanes, of Albuquerque. N. M.
MANUEL R. UffcatO, negister.

L

TRIMBLE & CO.
DON'T dlsputo with a woman when W.
she says the Economist goods are the
only ones to buy. Because she Knows Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenue
what she's talking about.
DON'T argue with her when she Horses and Mules bought and exchangsays the Economist prices are money-savers- .
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed and
She talks like a sensible woTransfer Stables
man who knows what's what.
IN THE CITY
DON' T try to excuse yourself for BEST TURNOUTS
going to some other store Instead of
A'.diess W. L. TRIMnLE & CO,
You know that you
the Economist.
Albuquerque, N. M.
can offer no reason that can be sufficient for passing the store where the
best and cheapest go together.
A.
DON'T expect your wife to meet you
pleasantly if you've gone to some
FIRE INSURANCE
other store than the Economist, when
she expressly told you to go nowhere Secretary Mutual Building Association
else. Don't do these things if you ex- Office at J. O. Baldi idge's Lumber Yard
pect to live long and keep your hair on.

E.

DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND THE
GREATEST HOSIERY SALE EVER
ATTEMPTED IN THIS CITV. LEON
B. STERN.
o
Agricultural lands in Deming are unsurpassed for fertility, production of
fruits and vegetables of all kinds.

.!!.' It)1l

1

THE FAMILY FRIEND.
A. L. Amend, of Newfield, El Paso
Co., Colo., says : " We have studied the

WHOLESALE

Wool, Hides, Pelts

A WAY OUT

of this difficulty is opened for women by
Dr. Tierce's invitation to consult him by
letter, free. All correspondence is held
as strictly confidential, aud the written
confidences of women are guarded by
the same professional privacy observed
by Dr. Tierce in personal consultations
with women at the Invalids' Hotel and
Surgical Institute, Buffalo, N.Y. Addreai
Dr. R. V. Tierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

J

of our star shoe, the C. P. Ford,
you get the prime reuisltes of
a satisfactory shoe; fit, grace,
style, durability and comfort,
and you don't pay too much for
Buying as we
these at $3.50.
buy and selling as we sell, you
will find It difficult to do better
In footgear anywhere In town.

first thing on an examination, and that
submit to, unless I was dan'
I would not
sick, and then it would be too
In order to preserve this beauty of gerously
late to do any good."

youth, to retain the charm of sweetness
and freshness which belongs to maidenhood, the prerequisite is to understand
that the chief foe of woman's beauty is
womanly
Young women are
often very careless of themselves. The
temptation of the dance, or of the sleigh-rid- e
overrules their prudence, and the
result is suppression and perhaps irregularity. This is only the beginning of
worse evils, and yet this alone is sufficient to steal the freshness from the
face. The womanly health should be
protected with the utmost care and the
first symptom of derangement or disease
should be met by the use of Dr. Tierce's
Favorite Prescription.
" I will always recommend Dr. Pierce'a
Favorite Prescription, 'Golden Medical
Discovery and ' Pleasant Pellets,' for
they cured me when doctors and other
medicines failed," writes Mra. Mary E.
Lewis, of Tanner, Gilmer Co., W. Va.
"For fifteen years I suffered untold
misery. When I commenced taking Dr.
Pierce's medicines, I bad given up all
hope of ever getting well. I could not
lie down to sleep, and everything I ate
would almost cramp me to death. Was
very nervous and could hardly walk
across the room.
only weighed ninety
pounds when I commenced taking these
medicines ; 1 now weigh one hundred
and forty pounds and am having better
health than ever beore. My friends all

W. Railroad Ave

At all points

HOW TO KEEP BEAUTY.

Montezuma band.
That Mrs. Sloan has a large class in
music, elocution and physical culture.
Special Correspondence.
That Mesdamea Lannigan and Sabin,
Gallup, New Mexico, January 28.
On dit:
That Gallup has had more Misses Bayliss and McNallan assisted
snow in January than in all the prev- the pupils of the dancing class on
practice night, also Lawrence Smith.
ious months of winter.
'
That while in El Paso the visitors
That Dr. E. Harper is at home at
last and much benefitted by his star from Gallup attended a bull fight, and
were disgusted thereby. Difference In
in the east.
That W. W. Rlsdon was made an Elk taste you see.
That Mrs. Hutching and son will go
during his last visit In Albuquerque.
to
Colorado in the near future to join
That there are now five Elks in Gallup, Messrs. Henry, Aldrlch, Weaver, the husband and father, who accepted
a position in Lamar a short time ago.
Rlsdon and Harper.
That the Kitchen opera house manThat on account of bad weather and
lack of advertising the last ball given agement' has secured the best shows
by the combined orchestra was not so this season and that none but good
great a success financially as the first ones have been billed thus far.
That the Gallupltes are much pleasbut that everyone seemed to enjoy
over the great Improvement in The
ed
themselves.
That there is no school today, being Citizen. It was a good paper before.
It is better now.
McKinley day.
That our county paper is O. K., too.
That Miss Cora Brocklott is clerkThere isn't quite so many things haping in the Caledonian store.
That the revival meetings are still pening in Gallup, that's all.
in progress, being held in the CongreFrank Treadwell, Bennett. Ia., was
gational church.
troubled with kidney disease for two
That the Ladies' Aid of the Congre- years. He writes: "I had taken sevgational church are planning an en eral kinds of kidney remedies, but
with little benefit. Finally I tried Fotertainment for the near future.
Tnat the ladies of the Catholio ley's Kidney Cure and a one dollar botPharmacy.
church are also preparing an enter- tle cured mo." Alvarado
o

tainment.
That Miss Susie MacConnell is one
of the best and most thorough teachers
of music In the city. .
That the members of the B. L. T.
dancing class meet each Thursday,
Miss MacConnell, pianist.
That iu the short time I spent at
the ball on Friday evening I noticed
seven of the pupils of the dant ing class
on the floor doing remarkably well.
That there is an old saying about
"When thieves fall out then honest
men get their dues," but when women
fall out well, how is it? Everyone
gets more than Is due them.
That the U. T. D. orchestra has been
solicited to play at WinslovJ on the
22nd of February.
That the Gallup band and orchestra
could send them music for the 22nd
from three to twenty pieces.
That the Winslow Elks will probably
engage the regular orchestra for their
grand ball on the 14th of February.
Gallup has two No. 1 first violinists.
They are D. C. Russell, who leads the

Club House Brand

to-da-

g

o

say they can hardly believe that I am tht
tame person, after being sick so long
I have changed to be robust and rosy
cheeked. I have taken fifteen bottles of
' Prescription,' fifteen of the ' Discovery
and fifteen of the Pellets.' I know that
if it had not been for your medicines I
would not have been living
Dr. Tierce's Favorite Prescription is a
woman's medicine. It is not offered as
cure-all
a
but it is confidently recommended as a sure and safe remedy for
all those diseases of women which are
curable by the use of medicine.
It
establishes regularity, dries the drains
which destroy the strength and beauty
of women, heals inflammation and ulceration and cures female weakness. It
is the best preparative for motherhood,
giving great strength and elasticity to
the organs of maternity, and making the
baby's advent practically painless.

WALKER

WHEN IN SAN MAKCIAL
STOP AT

The Wi'gwam Saloon
ONLY SECOND CLASS HOUSE
IN TOWN

Helm

&

Story, Props

DENVER.

at

Automatic

ThonIp.

Residence, Automatic
516.
Hell Telephone No. 1 1 5.

I

Thone 299

AU;W1:li1d!l

LOCAL UNDERTAKER

COfinERCIAL

SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

CLUB BUILDING.

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Woiks
R. P. HALL,

Proprietor

Iron and Brass Castings; Oie, Coal and Lumher Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Grade nai-g- , Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Itepairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILKOAD TRACK. ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

!
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OFFICIAL
IF YOU ARE LOOKING
FOR A SNAP

Postmaster

DISHES

-

Granted-Red- en

appeared and carted it away.
The
wagon was trailed Into the city, but
the trail was lost on East Railroad
avenue. Marshal McMilun and his
Appointed Pensions
are In possession of
these facts, and hore to run down the
plion Call.
thief in a very short time.

MATTERS.

sleuth-hound- s

Clements Chaves has been appointed
postmaster at Polvadera, Socorro

Everything on this counter It marked down to actual cost.
We are alao aelllng a fine Imported,

China Dinner Set

county.

PENSIONS GRANTED.

The following pensions have been
granted: Casimiro Macs, Ojo Caliente,
Taos county, $10 a month; Daniel Y.
Roberts, Raton, Colfax county, $8 a

-

month.

$12.50

FOR

REDEMPTION

Jts's a Beauty

coocxocooocoooooc

L. H. SHOEMAKER,

.

205 West Gold avenue,
Next to First National Bank.

New & Second Hand Furniture

March, A. D. 189!).
In series "B," in denomination of
$1,000, certificates numiiered:
24, 25,

wire of Logan & Bryan, Chicago.
Steves and Household Goods.
New York. Jan. 30. Although slugRe; airing a Specialty.
gish, the market has been quite Etroiig
and with few exceptions ctocks closed
Furniture stored and packed for well above last night's figuree. Southshipment. Highest prices paid for ern Pacific. Uniou racifie and ?t. Paul
second-hanhousehold goods.
were strong and advanced on buying
of good character. Cop;icr higher on
advance In spot product in London.
Sugar dropped 'sharply on the postponement of Cuban legislation. Ti;ere
wbb little news. Unidl Pacific December report was veil regarded. The
steel company report was cit ouraging
but did net affect the Bio;!..
Amalgamated Copper
75
Atchison
7C4
5(1
1354 West Railroad Avenue. Atchison, preferred

,

In the Knme series in denominations
or s.)0i, certificates numbered: 64, 7.!,

41. 71. 52, 5, 09, 77. 55, 53, 50, 43. 30,
31, 67.

All of such certifieatcs in series "B,"
being dated the first day of March,

JOE RICHARDS,

1899.

LAND OFFICE BUSINESS.

The following business was transacted at the federal land office in
Santa Fe fo. the week ending January

CIGARS

&

Ohio

O. It. T
1902 C. G. & W

1882

Val-verd-

.
St. Paul
Rock Island
Erie
Sole a gent 3 for Casino and Ora brand Erie, first inferred
Canned Goods. Dealers in
Manhattan
Staple and Fancy Groceries Missouri Pacific
Pennsylvania
214 South Second street.
Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on Reading, flrst preferred
earth
Free delivery. Southern Railway
Orders solicited.
Southern Railway, preferred
Southern Pacific
ooooooocococoooooo oooooooo Union Pacific
I"!
Is IT
8 Steel
Steel, preferred

Pratt

& Co.

Telephone Service

ft

8

January

....

951,.!

61

102
42
93 Vi

Mc-Klnl-

y--i

42

Interesting News.
Special to The Citizen.
QUICK AND RELIABLE!
X
ft
Sale Headquarters, Jan. 30, 1902
The greatest clearance sale ever scheduled for Albuquerque will be Inaugu3 THE COLORADO TELEPHONE g rated at RoBenwald Bro3.' dry goods
Q emporium on the last of January to
3
AND TELEGRAPH CO.
extend for a period of fifteen days.

THE SAMPSON WINDMILL

by

o

trading at the Econ

BUSINESS LOCALS.

Attend the underwear sale at the
Economist.
Subscribe for The Daily Citizen and
get the news.
Outing flannel, 5 cents per yard.
Leon li. Stern.
Demlng has increased 50 per cent. In
population In four years.
Copper, tin and galvanized iron
work. Whitney company.
Deming water and pure ozone make
strong and healthy people.
Special prices on all ready to wear
garments at the Economist.
Lap rol es from 35c up at Albert
'
The above cut represents the run- Faber's, 305 Railroad avenue.
No
preservaline
tuberculosis
or col
ning gear of the Sampson. With one
shield removed to show the working oring In Matthews' Jersey mllK.
Kleinwort's U the place to get your
parts.
nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice
meat.
D. JOHNSON, Agent.
Deming is a great health resort
Albuquerque, N. M.
has no superior in climate for the cure
of pulmonary troubles.

OMVI0NEY TO

LOAN

y

South Second street, few doors
north of vtstofflce.

f

00OK5XCO00OO0CO
g
GOLD
AVE. BARGAIN STORE.

p

mm
8

tgS
New and Second Hand

Household
Goods

I

1t7 West

Gold Avenue

ocoook3coxokxo

Inspection

ROSENWALD BROS.

0. W.

STRONG & SONS,

''

3K0(K00004KC0JOX

mCT

BRIDE

T. Y. MAYNARD,

Brockmeier

&:

Cox,

PLUMBERS.
118

Qold Avenue.

BUILDERS' HAWDWaRB.

C40Oe00

Ma-pleto-

Why buy high priced lots when you
can get mem cneap in Doming now,
with certain advance assured?
Mrs. Isola Bambini, at her parlors
at the corner of Railroad avenue and
North Fourth street, is prepared to
give thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and ingrowing nails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparations of complexion
cream builds up the skin and improves
the complexion, and are guaranteed
not to he injurious. She also prepares

$100,-00-

0

NEW METROPOLITAN.

Jobn G. Brown, St. Louis; Mrs. J. F.
a hair tonic that cures and prevents
dandruff and hair falling out; restores Britton, New York; H. 11. R.llcvalt,
life to dead hair; removes moles, Williams, Colo.; J. R. Fox, Denver;
waits and superlluous bair. Give her A. Nardinl, Denver.
a trial.
WAGON STOLEN.
Deming will be the great smelter
center. Two large plants will be in- A Mesa Thief Got Awsy With Goods
stalled within the year.
Belonging to Trimble.
W. L. Trimble & Co. lost a good horse
Now Is the Time
To buy a nice ton of coal from the from deatli on the mesa late yesterClarkville yards. You are sure to be day afternoon. One of the drive rs was
returning to the city from the firm's
satisfied.
camp near San Pedro, and near Jones'
place on tne mesa one of the horses
JOHN S BEAVEN. Prop.
The best cough cure Is Dr. Jos. suddenly took sick and died. The
Gray's. 25 cents a bottle, at J. H. driver unhitched the other horse from
O'Reilly & Co.
the wagon and rode it Into the city,
It will pay you to see Hall & Learn-ar- leaving the wagon and its contents,
consisting of some bedding and blank
before purchasing a piano.
ets, on the mesa over night. This morn
o
In Deming the demand for rental ing the driver went out to the mesa to
houses Is five times in excess of the bring in the wagon, and discovered
supply.
that some person in the meantime had
-

Hahn's coal yards for all kinds of
fuel. We either have It or it Is not to
be found. Roth 'phones

Druggist,
2
0
9

No. 117

o

We can give you any grade of coal
you ask for at reasonable prices. Hahn,
both 'phones.
o

Ruy lots and build in Deming. Your
rental returns will be 20 per cent, on

West Railroad Avenue.

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
Hell Telephone No. 63.

IN PRESCRIPTION

TRADE.
Autoinatlo Thuut 438

COOOO0O0O0OC0OOfO9C
. POST &
HARDWARE

CO.

A Complete Line of

o

For Sale at a Sacrifice.
A seven room, modern
dwelling,
house, with reception hall, cellar, etc.,
electric light and gas, hot and cold
water, bath, hot water heater, etc.
Owner leaving town. Knquire at house,
120 South Walter street.

0004004K

GEO. B. WILLIAMS

o

d

BORRADAILE & CO.

......

,

Freu-denher-

Ladies' dress skirt6 and walking
skirts at special reduced prices this
On diamonds, watches or any good week at the Economist.
Look into Kleinwort's market on
security. Great bargains In watches
North Third street. He Las the nicest
of every description.
fresh meats in the city.
209

'

e

fO

A. H. YANOW,

........

Albn-auerqu-

Sterling values are assured. The promoters feel confident of success and
the public is sure to avail themselves
of such an opportunity.

The latest improvements and strongEconomize
est mill on the market.
Double geared and removable bab- omist.
bitt boxings.

24:

160

33V4

waoasu

Wal)ash, preferred

Passenger train No. 3 is reported
ove hours late, caused by heavy snow
'
in tl'.e mountains.
W. Y. Walton and S. B. Gillett went
IN LOOKING OVER OUR BARGAIN TABLES WE FIND THAT
down the river this afternoon for a little duck shooting.
THIS SEASON WE HAVE MORE GOOD THINGS TO SUBMIT TO
John Dalton and William Perin were
THE
INSPECTION OF OUR CUSTOMERS THAN AT ANY PREV-IOU- S
enlisted in the United States army today at the local recruiting station.
SALE, AND WOULD ADVISE EARLY PURCHASES, AS WE
Captain Grey came down from Denver
FEEL
THAT THESE GOODS CANNOT LAST LONG AT THESE
last night, to be present at the enlistment. He will return tonight.
PRICES. FOLLOWING ARE BUT A FEW OF THE ARTICLES SENight before last a set of harness
LECTED AT RANDOM FROM THE LARGE NUMBER PLACED ON
was stolen from the barn of Toll &
SALS.
last
found
was
Gradi. The harness
night by the janitor of the Central
FLANNELETTE WRAPPERS, that sold for $1.25, sale price. ... 75
school building near the school and
turned over to Uie police. Toti &
FLANNEL WAISTS, that sold as high as $3.50, sale price
$t.95'
Gradi recognized their property and
MISSES'
FLANNELETTE NIGHT GOWNS, sale price
40
tcok poEcssion.
LADIES' FLANNELETTE NIGHT GOWN3, sale price
Invitations have been received an55
nouncing the approaching marriage of
CHILDREN'S CANTON FLANNEL NIGHT GOWNS, sale price.. 25
Ward Becher Harrington to Miss Grace
CHILDREN'S CANTON FLANNEL DRAWERS, sale price
Ellsworth, at 629 South Flower street,
18 3
Los Angeles, Cab, Saturday morning,
LADIES' CANTON FLANNEL DRAWERRS, that sold for 50 cents
$
February 22, 1902. Mr. Harrington was
price
sale
".7
7
,
.
25 ft
a resident of Albuquerque a few
25 dozen of MEN'S GLOVES, that sold at $1, sale price
months of last year.
45
W. S. Hopewell, vice president of the
ALL OTHER GARMENTS AT PHENOMENAL REDUCTIONS
X
Santa Fe Central, who was sick at the
JACKETS,
that sell for $15, sale price
capital city the past few days, came
$3.65 &
in from Santa Fe last night and proIT'S USELESS TO TRY TO ENUMERATE THE BEST VALUES
ceeded south to his home at Hillsboro,
where he will take a rest for a short
F
THIS SALE, FOR A DISTINCTION IS IMPOSSIBLE, AND THE
time. Mr. Hopewell came very near
COMPLETE LIST IS TOO LARGE.
having pneumonia.
,
W. D. McFerran, the new agent of
Your
is Solicited.
the Wells, Fargo Express Co., this city,
with hU wife and mother, Mrs. M. A.
McFerran, arrived last n!ght from Denver, and the gentleman took charge of
The family
his duties this morning.
will occupy one of the Tilton houses,
N. 517 West Gold avenue.
Policeman Martinez haa returned
from his trip to Gailup, where he had
gone after a bicycle thief, who, only a
thori t'me ago thrived in this city.
On reaching Gallup he discovered that
his bird had hied himself to Bakers-field- ,
Cab, and consequently the AlbuUndertakers and Embalmers.
querque officer returned to the city.
A. C. Becken and family arrived
yesterday from Chicago and expect to
Superintendent Fairview, Santa Barbara and "B'rai
spend a couple of weeks in Albuquerque recreating. Mr. Brecken Is the
Brith" Cemeteries.
jewelry representative, who annuaiiy
Local
Undertakers
Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.
makes the city a visit in the Interest"
of one of the largest jewelry houses
Both 'Phones in Our Office.
201 211 North Second Street.
In Chicago, of which he Is the head.
A special meeting of Albuquerque
lodge, No. 401, B. P. O. E.. will' be
held this evening,
upstairs over V
Ze!gcr's Cafe at 8 o'clock for the purTT
A UX7 A T
pose of considering opera house propoSi
sition. All members are urgently requested to be present. By order of exas
Creates
universal
admiration as
alted ruler. C. W. Medler, secretary.
the bloom of June roses. If you
Judge Benjamin S. Tjaker returned
are In a quandery as to whatto
to Santa Fe last night. Clerk Dame
give for a wedding present look at
e
says the judge will be back In
our display. Special Inducements
either Saturday or Sunday
on cut glass. We invite comparinight, and will hear cases in chambers
son.
at the court house on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of next week.
Tuesday night the Commercial club
JEWELER.
will give a reception In honor of Judge
Baker.
Watch inspector A., T. & S. F.
and S. F. P. Railroads.
Mr. and Mrs. Prestel receive? a delightful surprise when several of the CCCC4K24K)4K)K3004K)4K)4K)C04K)4K
clerks at the Golden Rule Dry Goods
store and a few other. friends dropped
in on them at their home with Mr. and
Mrs. Rogers last night. They brought
their baskets with them and after
wishing the newly married couple a
long and happy life, a delicious repast
was enjoyed.

Pedro Trujillo, Tremen-tlno- ,
acres, San Miguel county;
Fidel Maldonado, Chaperito, 1C0 acres,
San Miguel county; Emiterlo. Lopez,
Hobart, 159.82 acres, Santa Fe county;
Phil Naglller, Thcreau, 160 acres,
county. January 25: .Charles
W. Cameron, Flora Vista, 164.12 acres,
San Juan county; Gablno Garcia, 160
acres, Puerto de Luna, Guadalupe county; Epifanlo Gonzales, Santa Rosa, 160
acres. Guadalupe county. January 27:
Aeneas B. MacDonald, Pinos Wells, 160
acres, Valencia county; Vicente Sais y
Salazar, Pintada, 160 acres, Guadalupe
county; Gregorio Mondragon, Pintada,
1G0 acres, Guadalupe county; Sinforoso
Flores, Puerto do Luna, 1G0 acres,
Guadalupe county; Bentura Benavides
de Romero, Manzano, 160 acres, Valencia ocunty; Jose Maria Vigil, Roy,
159.67 acres. Mora county., ;
Final Homestead Entries January
22:
Vivian de Archuleta, widow of
Francisco D. Archuleta, (deceased),
Cerro, 160.08 acres, Taos county. January 23: George A. Tinker, heir of
Edmund Kelly, (deceased), Cedar Hill,
80 acres, San Juan county.
Coal Declaratory Statement January 23: Samuel Jones, Gallup,
county. January 25: Boone C.
Vaughn, Farmington, San Juan county.
Coal Land Patents January 22:
Ivan Grunsfeld, James Grunsfeld, W.
IL Springer, Albuquerque,
for 154
Arthur Williams arrived yesterday
acres, Bernalillo county; S. D. Brether-ton- ,
Gallup, for 120 acres, McKinley from the San Andreas mining district,
where he Is inteiested in some cf the
county.
valuable properties which are being
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
developed there. San Andreas is about
twenty-fivmiles southeast of San AnSTURGES' EUROPEAN.
tonio, N. M., and is reached by a good,
C. N. Cotton, S. E. Aldrich, Gallup;
well traveled' road. Mr. Williams says
Charles E. Vallier, Milwaukee; I.
that
several wealthy companies are in
Bernalillo; W. E. Ogston, Chi- the field
and that a milling plant Is
cago; J. Bachtle and C. A. Bachtle,
being erected.
Wagner.
M.
Minn.; J.
St. Paul;
A. S. Morrison, Louisville, Ky.; Will-laPermanent Museum.'
D. McFerran and wife, and Mrs.
A short time ago The Citizen gave
M. A. McFerran. Denver, Colo.; E. L. currency to the report that the Santa
Hamblin. East Las Vegas; George F. Fe railway company would establish
Glaser, Denver; (. N.' Crosby, city.
a permanent museum in this city in
connection with the handsome Alvara-dHOTEL HIGHLAND.
hotel. The following 'dispatch from
11. H. Cofilin, St. Iuiis; F. G. Clark,
El Paso; J. D. Clements. J. R. Suede; Chicago verifies The Citizen's article:
The management of the Santa Fe
ker, Kansas City; F. J. Brown, Chicago; TT. H. Happ, wife and daughter, company has decided to establish at
Chicago; T. E. Grubh and wife, Chi- Albuquerque the largest archeologlcal
cago; H. W. Grebe, Kansas City; Mrs. and ethnological museum In the Unit
ed States. The purpose of the venture
J. McArthur, St. Louis.
is to provide a novel attraction at
that place. The museum will contain
GRAND CENTRAL.
William Alexander, Chicago; A. E. a collection valued at between
and $150,000. The colections will
Schultz and wife, city; Mrs. Bessie
Wise, West Superior, Wi3.; F. W. El-- . be largely from the ruins of New Mexdridgo and wife, Denver; C. W Nash, ico and Arizona, but will include exFlint, Mich.
hibits from almost every country of
the world.
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YOU WANT?
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29:

Homestead
Entries January 22:
William E. Whiteman, Cimarron, 160
125
acres. Mora county; Andres Peralta,
103
La Joy a, 150 acres, Valencia county.
05
January 23: Manuel A. Crespln, Ocate,
2314 1C0 acres, Mora county; Damacio
13T4
Puerto de Luna, 160 acres,
15!) Vi
Guadalupe county; Refugio N. de Es- 39 6 pinosa,
Puerto de Luna, 100 acres,
70 M:
Guadalupe county; Thomas Bowkin
135V4
Chancellor, Chavez, 160 acres, San
H2
Miguel county; Arthur Sever, Flora
14!)
Vista, 160 acres; San Juan county.
174

Sugar

Baltimore

.,

2. 1, 50, 31, 32, 37, 23, 3.

d

F. G.

CALL.

Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn
calls tor 20 per cent, of the amount of
certificates authorized by the deficiency act of 1S99. Principal and Interest
will l.e paid on the presentation of the
certificates. After thirty days from
the date of this notice interest on the
certificates will cease. The following
certificates are called for redemption:
MARKET QUOTATIONS.
In eeries "A," in denomination of
$l,(Mo, the following numbered certifif Market quotations and review furnished by W. P. Metcalf, No. C Crom cates: 21, 5,. 52,45, 18,10, 31, 4, 17, 35,
well "Mock,' received over the private 23. All bearing date the first day of

McGAFFEY & Co.

A. B.

Clearance Sale

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

LAND OFFICE BUSINESS.

VISIT OUR
BARGAIN COUNTER

Semi-Annu- al

--

Iron Pipe, Jenkin's Valves, Iron Pipe
Fittings, Steam and Water Supplies.

Mechanics' Tools a Specialty
ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

the investment.

Notice.

The Rico Cafe serves the best meals
in the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
orders, 5 cents up, 111 North First
street.

Subscribe for The Citizen

A
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8ANTA FE MAN INVOLVED.

and

Our

mi

Sensational Diamond Stealing Cass on
Trial at San Diego.
A dispatch from San Diego. Cal.,
r
date or January 28. says:
The H.. R. Hall and "nessie Hall"
diamond stealing case is on trial before Judge Torrance of the supeiior
court. Hall was for a month or two
the night operator at the Santa Fe
depot, during which time there was
much complaint being made because
articles
value were missed from
dol- - baggage of
Fe
at the depot. Finally Mrs. II.
H. Stowell, a wealthy New York woman, going to the Hotel del Coronado,
reported
the loss of diamonds apzi-e- wj
5waicri- - proaching $1,000 in valuation. Local
detectives went to work on the case,
and Detective Selvy of the Santa Fe
4
system was sent for. If, the meantime
rcHall was up for petty larceny In the
Justice court and had to furnish $100
bond. He pawned to Eugene Daney a
FOR SALE BY
$500 diamond ring in consideration of
the latter going his security. It was
New Mexico's Leading Jewelry House . . : .
found that this ring was the property
. . . . .Corner Gold avenue and Second street i
of Mrs. Stowell and not only Hall, but
his alleged sister, "Bessl Hall," were
arrested.
The preliminary examina
tion orought out other damaging tea
tiniony, and the detectives claim to
found any amount of proporty
Not an Otnce ol l ast Iron have
whichgHall had pilfered. A few days
ago 1)7 K. Grosh, of Del Rio, Texas, ar
ABOUT TUBS rived in the city. He Is said to be the
husband of "Bessie Hall," and does not
K
deny it, although he registered at the
hotel under an assumed name. He
EXCKPT IN THE F1RB BOX.
and Hall have met before, and there
Steel and Malleable Iron used In the are rumors of a shooting scrape in
construction or these ranges.
New Mexico. At any rate. Hall made
We alno have a complete line of
away with his wife and In vengeance
Grosh will do all in his power to assist
sending him over the toad. He will
try to rescue his wife and will return
Double-heatin- g
Baseburners her to her parents.'
The trial promises
They have no peer or rtvat in the base sensational developments.
tin-de-

Prices on
Fine Watches

will save you from

ven to ten

lars on each watch

-

es only $22.

I

Fhjo watch
pairing.

4jp

.

-

H. E. FOX.
mr-'-

Gieat Mpjft tic ange
"Art Garland"

burner world In point of elegance and
high finish.
'

Miioire

4s
THE GREAT MAJESTIC.

Hardware

Drops Hhi Colt and
Co Cliff Rancher
ceives Bullet in Returp.

goooocoooococoooooococ

Your Credit is Good

wound.
At the time of the accident Mr. Lee
was In his home. He was in a re
cumbent position, when his
which he carried iu his pants pocket,
dropped out upon the floor and discharged. The bullet entered his body
on the right side, at a point below the
shoulder blade and passed through the
lung In an upward direction coming out
in front. He was given what atten
tion could be secured and brought to
Silver City for medical treatment.
Dr. O. J. Westleke was notified,
and meeting the wounded
man
about eight miles out on the road Saturday night accompanied him to town,
where he was taken to the Ladies' hos-

AT

HALL

THE SQUARE

LEARNARD'S

&

MUSIC

DEALERS,

204 SOUTH

SECOND STREET.

Chlckering Bros.' and other makes of Pianoa, 'violins, Banjos,
Guitars, Mandolins and everything in the Music line. Call or write
Tor cataicguc3.

oocococcoccococoooooooooccc
S.ooo References

as to Quality ol Work.

Jrhh

The

Watch

Southwestern

pital. Yesterday he was getting along
first rate, although the outcome is
problematical.
Mr. Lee was only married a few
months ago, and bis wife was alone
with him at the time of the accident.
Mrs. Lee Is now nursing him at the
hospital. Sliver City Independent.

Repair House.

Work Solicited From Entire Southwest.

SV A

NT

M

Rr

OUlN,&s.F.

Watch Repairers A. T.
Railroads, Albuquerque.

GRANT COUNTY DEATH.

j

-

AonopoooeoeoaoKocoi
BEARRUP BROS. & CO....
XX

v

..

S

A.

Albright Place, Mountain Road....

1

.Your Patronage Solicited.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

0000000Ot00C 00KfKK00C00
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Yard.
Wood sawed in any lengths

I'flj Orders
JOHN
Bell Telephone

No. 4

fi.

to suit.
Delivered

Promptly.

U:AViJ', Prop.
Automatic 'Phone No.

265

CHAS. MAUSARD, Proprietor.

1

1

NAVAJO

BLANKETS.
I have just
received a Job lot of Navajo blankets, native wool and
both large and small, and
very beautiful pattern. I believe th
public will find the prices all right.
Cell and see them.
L. B. PUTNEY.

Grand Remnant Sale

n,

We have a' very large variety
Linoleum and Mattings, which
we place on sale at half actual
cost.

The ladies of the Eastern Star are
doing everything to make their
on February 6, a grand success. Tick
ets at A;atson b.
Deming has an abundance of water
for irrigating vineyards, orchards, or

FIRST NATIONAL "BANK I

gardens.

o

We are nnle
tnr 'WVinolni.
Wlison sewing machines. Albert
oer, avti uaiiroacl avenue.

I

of short lengths of Carpets,

OYSTERS. THE BEST, AT PALMER'S, 40 CENTS QUART.
GROCERIES AND FEED OF ALL KINDS
AT THE LOWEST PRICES. DELIVERED ANY PLACE IN THE CITY.
BOTH "PHONES.

A

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

Fa- -

U.

DR.

SHULTS' ALFALFARINE
For Thin People.
A flesh producer that produces flesh.

DEPOSITORY

S.

Depository for the Santa Fe Tacific and the Atchison,
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
..$500:000.00

To-pe- ka

Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits

,$2jdo,ooo.oo

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

THE ALFALFA COMPANY,
Wichita, Kansas.

CLASSIFIED ADS.
FOR RENT

Fine alfalfa farm, sixteen acres, under" ditch; plenty of
water; fine orchard and seven-roohouse; a good opportunity. Apply to

!

!

v

;

OLD RELIABLE"

FOR RENT.

!

j

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. VV. Flournoy, vice presi- aent; rranic JYiCK.ee, cashier;
- J - A li. McMillan.
IL F. Raynolds, - - - -

ESTABLISHED

1878

L. B. PUTNEY,

G. Rivera, Old Albuquerque.
FOR RENT A new upright niano for
rent. Inquire at Whitson Music Co.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms.

WHOLESALE GROCER.

with heat and hot baths. Inquire at
Roosevelt house.
FOR RENT New seven-roobrick
residence suite. No. 619 West Gold
avenue, with all modern conveni-encea- ;
possession given at once.
New three-roobrick cottage, No.
407 Granite avenue; water furnished
and possession Feb. 1. Apply to
H. H. Tllton, 118 Gold avenue.
FOR RENT 5 room brick house. Seo
Jay A. Hubbs, at Albuquerque Steam
Laundry.
FOR RENT Store room on South Sec
ond street, a block north of Glorleta
hall; "four room house In rear; also
another house for rent; land and lots
for sale. Thomas A. Gurule, Barelas

Flour, Grain
and Provisions.
Car lot!

Railroad

B.

James Keefover and Fred Shelton Pass
Over the Divide.
James T. Keefover, who followed
freighting as an occupation, died at his
road, 1624.
home north of Silver City Saturday,
after a short Illness, from pneumonia. FOR RENT Furnished rooms over
post office, $8 and $10.
He was aged 38 years nnd is survived
by his wife and threo children. De
FOR SALE.
ceased was a hard working and IndusFOR
SALE
Several hundred pounds
trious citizen. He came to Silver City
of old papers, good for wrapping
from Hillsl.oro some years ago, and re
,
purposes, cheap. Address, The
cently has been freighting between
Albuquerque, N. M.
that city and the Mpgollon mining district. The remains were taken to the FOR SALE
power easoline
'
engine, nearly new; a bargain. John
Gila for intermei.t.
'
Newlander, Albuquerque, N. M.
Died, at his home in Silver City, Fri FOR SALE Old papers, 25 cents per
day afternoon. January 24, 1902, Fredhundred, at the Citizen office.
erick T. Shelton, cged 59 years, 9 FOR SALE 200
acres land scrip; Im
months and 14 days.
Fred Shelton
f
mediate delivery. For sale by
was one of the oldest and most pop& Strauss.
ular rebldents of Silver City. He was FOR SALE Bay
horse. i5 hands hUh.
born and raised in the state of New
weigh about i050 pounds; price $50.
Yoik. In 161 he left his home, joined
Inquire of M. J. O'Rourke, 410 North
the Union army and remained in the
Second street.
service of his country until the end of FOR SALE Several hundreds pounds
the war. In 1877 he came to New
of bran new brevier and small pica;
Mexico and settled lu Silver City.
good type stands, tables, etc. Jn fact
Hero he engaged in business and was
a country newspaper outfit furnishlor many years very prosperous. When
ed. Inquire or address The Citizen.
the price of silver declined and hard FOR SALE Well
cured alfalfa. Ill
times came Uon the country, Mr. Shelper ton. Delivered in Albuquerque.
ton went out of business, and thence
Inquire of Jesus Romero, Old Albuforward earned a living by working lor
querque,
M.
others.
FOR SALE Two cooking stoves, with
utensils. Apply to 117 North Edith
THE COPPER MARKET.
street.
Bound to See Better Prices Within the
Next Six Months.
The following comment concerning
the copper situation is taken from the
recent number of the Mining and Engineering Review, a commaent authority
ou all matters In mining:
Notwithstanding the decline in cop- per prices, owing mainly to manipula
tion by John D. Rockefeller, who made
such a wonderful success on the same
lines in the oil fields of the east, we
venture to predict that copper will nut
only regain its seemingly lott strength,
but will advanc e to a price within the
next six months which it has never
before attained; and John I). Rockefeller will Know that he has been In a
fight before he gets his game bagged.
The copper miners of the United States
are a different lot to the p or well drillers of Pennsylvania, and thry have
already called the hands of the Amalgamated Copper company and the
Metals Seling company, and their
bluffs have been exposed.
While it is true that business is duller than usual in manufac turing centers
in Europe, where copper to a large
extent is required, yet it is a fact that
the visable supply of copper is shorter
than usual; the consumption in the
United States is increasing rapidly,
I'n-ite-

A

'f lis

Headquarters for Carpeti, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

Carrie tha
and riocl

Larfett'
iteniva

fctock ol

StapleOroceries

specialty.

found aoutbwaat.

FARn AND FREIOHT WAGONS.
Avenue
'
Albuuueraue

RUPPE,
PRESCRIPTIONS

!

Mutual Telephone 143.
Albuquerque.
'

m

Railroad Avenue and Second Street.

ST. ELMO
R001

SAMPLE AND CLUB

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

JOSE1M! BAIiNETT, Prop.
120 W. Railroad

Meai Market
All kinds

of

salesman, intelli
gent and experienced, with good references, for a general dry goods
store. Must speak Spanish; well
able to handle wholesale and retail
trade; good wages. Single man
Address, B F., care
Post-offic-

Albuquerque, N. M.
WANTED A young woman would
:ike to obtain light housework.
Address X X, this office.
ACENTS To sell "Schley and Santiago" by Geo. E. Graham. Autograph Introduction and personal account .of battle by Rear Admiral
Schley. True story of Santiago told
for first time, .sells faster than
"Life of McKInley."
Liberal commissions.
Free outfit ready. Send
fctamps for postage.
seven
I!ooks now ready. Beware of imitations. Can be had only from sole
publishers. W. B. CONKEY COM
PA NY. Chicago, 111.
WANTED Two rooms for light housekeeping. Close in. fall or 'phone
this office.
WANTED Two competent girls, one
cook and second girl; must have reference; good wages. Address "L,"

Citizen

office.

HCTOBY.

EMIL KLEINWORT, Prop.

A good

pre-ferre-

ircsn ami son Meats.

STEAM SAUSAGE

WANTED.

WANTED

Are, Albuquerque.

TIIIKD STREET

i.

MILLS

The Largest and Best Flour Mills in New Mexico.
Floor and Bran in Car
Lots a Specialty.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

irf n

mRails? ad Ai

Met-cal-

' When in Need of Coat, Wood
or Kindling Call Clark-villCOAL

i

wflp

uuurr.BuiU)iNa

Cltl-ten-

WOOL PULLERS.
Coal and Wood !

--

were then."

x

Re

2

Health restorer that restores health.
A tissue builder that builds tissue.
John Lee, a rancher living near Cliff,
And a tonic for everybody.
.
on the Gila river, was a victim of a
Sent postpaid for $1 a bottle, or six
very serious accident Saturday, caused
by his
dropping out of his bottles for $5. Write for elrcularajmd
pocket and, going off, indicting a bad testimonials.

GOLD AVENUE.

UO

SERIOUSLY SHOT.

there are no unusually large
stocks of copper, held by any company.
It there should be a sudden demand in
Europe it will require every pound of
available copper In the United States
to meet it.
In corroboration of the above statement a manufacturer of electrical supplies said last week in the Nalive Copper Times:
"If there should be a movement of
the largest producers of copper, looking to higher prices, the 100.000.0UO
pounds stored by the United Metals
Selling company would not last two
weeks.
There are over 100,000,0ti)
pounds less copper and brass In the
hands of manufacturers now than there
was a year or two ago, and we are doing a better business now than we

MASONIC BCILUIXG.

THIRD STREh"

I'VE FOUND IT AT LAST."
Coal that will make a hot Are, will
cook to perfection hake, boil, broil or
roast, and won't choke up the range
with cllukers nor leave a preat quantity of ashes. I made it a business to
search the town over for exactly what
I

wanted, and the coal from HAHN'S
the bill to a "T."

fills

WOOD AND KINDLING.
Both Phones.

eovtia

j,v

BALDRIDGE

J. C.

Native and Chicago Lumber.

Paint Building Paper ALWAVS.

Sherwin-Willia- ms
Covers More t Looks Bent
Most Economical
est
1

Wears Long- 8A8FI. DOORS. BLIVDS,
FLASTKK
Full Measura I UMK, CKUKNT. GLASS, PAINT, Kt:

I

First itreet and Lead Avenue,

Albuquerque.
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CARLSBAD.

New Mexico Towns
'

NOW IS THE TIME

From the Argus.
son of Tom LivingThe
ston was brought in from D. L. Kemp s
Guadalupe ranch for medical treatment. His left arm was crushed some
months ago by a wagon, and the
wounded member failed to heal properly, an abscess forming thereon. Dr.
Wright has the case.
Inspector Fayette Baird came in
from Portales and brought In young
Tom Barfleld from the Military Institute, at Roswell, who Is quite sick at

J. M. HOORE

Seasons change. Wc can't
change them. We can't prevent the coming of cold and

(ESTABLISHED

1886.)

from Washington, D. C, on February
SILVER CITY.
damp airs.
15. He Is remaining in Washington for
From the Independent.
the statehood hearing before the house
But we can prevent the sore
"Uncle" Harvey Whitehill la absent committee on territories, on FebIn the southern states on a pleasure ruary 7.
throats, the coughs, colds and
trip.
Abran Abeyta, treasurer and
lung troubles by taking Scott's
.
Mrs. J. M. Klner has gone to Tucson
collector of the county of Soto spend sonra. weeks for the benefit of corro, and a well known merchant in
Emulsion. Nothing does more
her health, and the change Is doing the town of Socorro, is a visitor In the hospital. Physicians think an opthroat
her much good.
Santa Fe on official and private busi- eration In surgery will be necessary, to make the tender
Mrs. J. A. Ancheta Is now the "hello ness.
as his stomach is much swollen with tough.
Nothing gives such
girl" at the central office of the Grant
The territorial offices at the capitol, dropsical tendencies.
County Telephone company In this the office of the internal revenue colAn altercation took place at a sheep Urength to weak lungs.
city.
lector. In the federal building, the pub- camp near here between Albert Tur
Don't take risks when it's
T. F. Chancer, a former resident of lic schools and the penitentiary ob- ner, a sheep man, and Ed. Lehan, an
Now is the
Silver City, is iack from Bislee. He served McKInley day.
employe, in which Lehan received easy to be safe.
came to take charge of the Ice plant
ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNALILLO COUNTY REAL ESProbate Clerk Manuel Delgado today some broken ribs and other bruises. season
for taking Scott's
which the Silver City Beer & Ice com- recorded a deed by M. L. Decker to He was brought Into town and Dr.
AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
TATE
pany is erecting at Demlng.
Charles H. White for a parcel of land Doepp fixed lilm up and he is now Emulsion in season.
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
Leo- Uosenfeld, who has been absent In the Sebastian De Vargas grant, condoing well. Turner was arrested and We'll send you little to try, if yon like.
for several months In New York City sideration $120; A. L. Kendall and wife brought to town
RATES.
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES PAID
taking an advanced commercial course, to Cleofes Blake, lot No. 5, in Cerrlilos, ing deputy sheriff. by Hugh Wells, act- SCOTT & liUWNE, 409 I'url street. New York.
AND
ENTIRE
CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENT8
returned home and will engage with consideration, $75.
Wednesday; Justice Emerson will be given in their new hall, as the
On
AND
his father In business.
fined W. T. Armstrong $50 and costs contractors have assured them it
A Profitable investment.
8. A. Alexander is back from Hot
occupancy by that
"I was troubled ftr about seven and gave him thirty days in jail for would be ready for
Springs, Ark., where he went awhile
time.
weapons
deadly
and resistwitn my stomal and In bed half carrying
back for treatment for rheumatism. years
my
says E. Demick, Somerville. ing arrest. Armstrong is a stranger
MANAGER OF
ir. Alexander 13 rr.uch in: proved as a Ind. time,"
SPALDINQ IN NEW MEXICO.
"I spent agout $1,000 and never here and when arrested had a pistol
result of his trip.
could get anything to help me until
Thomas Breckinridge and bride, of I tried Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. I have and dirk on him. On the same day, His Trip South Has Significance In
Breckinvisiting
Mr.
St. Louis, are
Base Ball Circles.
taken a few bottles and am entirely Attorney J. O. Cameron sued out a
ridge's sister, Mrs. J. S. Carter, in this well." You don't live by what you eat, writ of ejectment against C. O. Merrl- A. G. Spalding, president of the NaNext Door to First National Bank.
city. Mr. Breckinridge holds a respon- but by what you digest and assimilate. field, at the Instance of F. G. Tracy, tional Base Ball league, publisher of
S.
acting
Joseph
your
for
Stephens,
owner
your
digest
If
stomach
doesn't
New Telephone 222.
Bank
Guide,
National
position
Ball
with the
sible
Spalding's Official Base
food you are really starving. Kodol of the farm Merryfield now occupies.
of Commerce of St. Ixmls.
one of the crack players In the
and
Cure does the stomach's
Mrs. Austin H. Glover, of New York, Dyspepsia
pioneer team of Chicago in the early
The Secret of Long Life.
work by digesting the food. You don't
Farm-ingtoAustin,
of
D.
William
Mrs.
and
when curve pitching was un70's
you
Kodol
want.
all
to
have
Eat
diet
Consists of keeping all the main or
Me., who hae been visiting Dyspepsia Cure cures all stomach gans
is in New Mexico.,
known
of the body In healthy, regular
their brotner. Hon. H. H. Betts and troubles, J. H. O'Reilly sc Co., and B. action, and
In connection with the current base
In quickly destroying dead- family, left for the Pacific coast, where H. Briggs & Co,
ly disease germs. Electric Bitters reg ball troubles, a dispatch from Chicago
they will spend the remainder of the
Stomach, Liver and Kidneys, pur says:
ulate
Demlng, the coming city of New ify the blood, and give a splendid appewinter.
"The departure of A. O. Spalding
Mexico.
M. F. Downes returned from a three
tite. They work wonders In curing for New Mexico called a halt In the
o
kludneys troubles, female complaints. battle of letters which has been proweeks' visit to his old home In WauV
Finds Way to Live Long.
nervous diseases, constipation, dyskesha. Wis. Mr. Downes reports that
The startling announcement of a dls pepsia and malaria. Vigorous health gressing merrily since the trouble beon his way home he stopped over in covery
that will surely lengthen life Is anfi strength always follow their use gan. Still, Mr. Spalding will hardly
Higginsville, Mo., and closed the can- made by Editor O. H. Downey, of
Only 50c, guaranteed by all drug- - go beyond the reach of a postofflce,
ning factory deal, which has occupied
Ind. "I wish to state," he gists.
and may coutinue his letter writing
so much of Ed A. Layne's time and at- writes, "that Dr. King's New Discovtactics just to keep In condition.
ery for consumption is the most lnfal
For Pneumonia. ,
tention for several years past.
Talk of a four club circuit is now
lible remedy that I have ever known
Dr. C. J. Bishop, Agnew, Mich., says:
people
READ DOWN
READ tP
for coughs, colds or grippe. It's inval "I Have used Foley's Honey and Tar heard on all sides, and some
From the Enterprise.
Chicomposed
of
argue
a
circuit
that
lungs.
people
with
weak
to
Hav
uable
Esq.,
from
returned
Colin Neblett.
8
in three very severe cases of pneu- cago, Pittsburg, Brooklyn
N.
No 4
No. 7
No. 1
nd PhilaSTATIONS
No.
No. 8
ing this wonderful medicine no one monia with good results in every case"
Limited
a visit to his old home in Virginia.
Limited
seaoperation
next
In
will
be
delphia
or
pneumonia
consumption.
need
dread
Beware of substitutes. Alvarado
Miss Frida Harms, of Hock Island,
8 OO i.irt luU'pm Lv.
pill
Chicago... .Ar 7 40 am
relief is instant and cure certain."
9 uO pm
son, with Spalding as the executive .it2 on
2 15 pm
111., is visiting her
brother, Ernest It's
8 45 am 11 00 am
35 pm
.'Kansas City.
5 45 pm
3 40 am
8 00 am
All druggists guarantee every 60c and
such
predict
that
Is
to
1
safe
It
10
head.
25
am
pm
15
...
Topeka
....
3 50 pm
Harmes, and family of this city.
am
4 47 am
10'
$1 and give trial bottles free,
6 OR pm 13 10 pm
8 3d pm
LAS
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way
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go
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pm
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organization
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will
3 34 am!
an
M. R. Ballou, foreman of the G. O. S.
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The
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for
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cattle
From Rio Grande Republican.
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Ice on the brewery pond Is now re close call indeed for Mr. Wilson.
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ported to be five inches thick.
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FLailroad Topics
The Colorado & Southern now has
thirty engines p. ml trcln crews running north find south out of Trinidad.
A Blsbee railroad la! oror ly name
of Phelus fell eick at !i!s work near
Cnrizilillo Sprin.-r- and before they
could ge t him to the Deniing hospital
he died.
W. C. Jones, crstVihllo a Trinidadan,
how a resident ot Albuiuenue, is in
the city, n' guest of llagyagemaster
bertscn, ci the Sarta Fc, says' the
Trinidad Advertiser.
J. 11. Aekerr.nn, revising clerk at
the freight depot; V. H. Thomas,
and John Brooks, a platform
employe, quit the service of the Santa
Fe company yesterday.
Machinist Henry Biesman and Boilermaker J. N. Shirley, with two helpers,
are working on the machinery at the
Las Vegas pickler. The pickler will
Btart up again March 1.
Charles M. Taylor, division master
mechanic, and Dave Sulier, roadmaster
of engines, were at Las Vegas from
La Junta yesterday, spending the day
looking about the shops and yards.
The Las Vegas Record sajs: Engineer Lee Wright and Fireman Peeler"
were sent to Albuquerque jesterday
to bring up an engine from (he Santa
Fe Pacific, en route to the Topeka

sheep men and In the pig sties and
chicken yards of ranchers round about
that plans are making for a round-uto rid the country of the pest Every
winter, from ranges In the mountains,
thousands of sheep are brought down
Into the valley, where they are sheared
and where the ewes may lamb. This
winter a larger number than usual are
quartered In the valley, and not less
than 100,000 sheep have been sheared.
So many lambs, though, have been
taken by the coyotes that thus far the
losses will run well up Into the thousands of dollars.
Neither have the
losses been confined to the lambs, the
coyotes, contrary to their custom and
with their cowardly natures, frequently
pulling down the older sheep. All the
sheep dogs and all the herders avail
able have been unable to stop the
slaughter, so the sheepmen and ranch
ers have combined forces to slaughter
by wholesale the yellow Ishmaelites of
the plains The project contemplates
the gathering of as- - many horsemen
and dogs as It is possible next week
Greyhounds bred particularly for coy
ote coursing have been brought down
to lead the chase,
Perhaps for the
time In the his
tory of stock raising In Arizona the
cattlemen will aid the sheepmen. Two
hundred horsemen have promised to be
in the hunt next week, and the scope
of the chase will cover nearly fifteen
square miles. Dogs for ten miles about
will be pressed Into service. With
force of perhaps a thousand dogs and
two hundred rough riding cow punch
ers, not a coyote should escape,

tendered his resignation t taKe eftect
Saturday. Mr. Burns' successor has
not yet been named.
Mr. burns entered into railway service; In July,
1865. with the Pennsylvania railroad,
at Altoona shops. Later he was with
the Union Pacific, and since November,
1838, has been clerk to the superintendent, chief train dispatcher,
of telegraph, general storekeeper, 6'ipply agent, purchasing agent
and superintendent of the first division
of the Denver & Rio Grande. He has
many friends In railroad circles, an.ong
whom he Is very popular.
super-'ntende-

Child Worth Millions.
"My child Is worth millions to me,"
says Mrs. Mary Bird, of Harrisburg,
Pa., "yet I would have lost her by
croup had I not purchased a bottle of
One Minute Cough Cure." One Minute
Cough Cure Is sure cure for couphs,
croup and throat and lung troubles.
An absolutely Bafe cough cure which
acts Immediately. The youngest child
can take it with entire safety. The
little ones like the taste and remember how often it helped tnem. Every
family should have a bottle of One
MinuteCough Cure handy.
At this
season especially It may be needed
suddenly.
For sale by J. H. OTtielly
and B. H. iiriggs & Co.
o

flt

that Foley's Honey
and Tar is absolutely the best for ail
hops.
diseases of the throat and lungs. DealPreciano Gomez, a Mexican laborer ers are authorized to guarantee it to Remarkable Cure of Croup A Little
on the Bisliee railroad near Carizilillo give satisfaction. Alvarado Pharmacy.
Boy
Life Saved,
I have a few words to say regarding
Springs,, was run over by a car and
RAILROAD IMPROVEMENTS.
Chamberlain s Cough Remedy.
It
terribly mangled from the thighs down.
He was taken to the Deming hospital Southern Pacific Will Spend Almost a saved my little boy's Hfe and I feel
I cannot praise
I
It enough.
Million Dollars in Dona Ana County. that
and died there.
bought
a
A. E. Stccre
of
from
It
bottle
Pacific
The Southern
has decided to of Goodwin. S. D., and when I got
C. G. Wood, of Colorado Springs, forbetween El Paso home with It the poor
merly manager of the Postal Telegraph construct a
baby could hardcompany's office In Santa Fq, is visit- and Strauss, Dora Ana county. The ly breathe, l gave the medicine as
given
been
contract
to
Nelson
has
the
directed every ten minutes until he
ing his old haunts in that ity. He
is on his way to California, where he Constrnction company. A sharp curve "threw up" and then I thought sure
ne
going to choke to death. We
will work as operator for the Santa Fe and a bad grade will be overcome by had was
to pull the phlegm out of his
especially
between
the
Strauss
system.
In great long strings.
I am
and Rogers. The grade as it now Is, mouth,
positive that if I had not got that hot
The completion of the
Is 52.3 feet per mile, but the improvetie of cough medicine, my boy would
n railroad between Deming and
ments will bring it down to 31 feet. not be on earth
today. Joel Demont,
il Douglas is announced for February 15
The cost of this construction will be Iowa. For sale by all druggists.
S when
the greatest producing miniig over
$700,000.
About 2,000 men and
1 camps in the world will he brought
Chapped hands, cracked Hps and a
I Into direct and close connection with S00 teams w ill be employed. A million roughness of
the skin cured quickly
and a half cubic yards of material are
,
Deming.
to be removed from thirteen miles of by Banner Salve, the most healing
It 13 understood here, among rail-'- . road within four months. Steam shov- ointment In the world. Alva; ado Pharmaey.
roaders, that J. E. Hurley will he trans- els will be employed.
Eighty-pouno
ferred from the main line to the coast steel is to be laid on the new track.
Died on the Train.
lines, and will receive the appointment All bridges and trestling are to be of
E. F. Waller, who had spent eighteen
of general superintendent of the latter, stel and all culverts and abutments weeks down In Albuquerque
for the
vice A. G. Wells, promoted to the gen- will be of stone masonry. The Improve- benefit of his
health, died on the train"
eral managership.
;
ments include a new bridge over the last night about ten miles from this
Work on the Prescott fc Eastern Rlc Grande. It will be of Bteel and will city, while en route to his home in Len
railway is going on and ir. being rap lie forty feet higher than the present ox, Iowa. The remains were brought
idly completed. It Is expected that the bridge. The abutments will be of here and taken to the Dearth under
road will bo completed a ad trains run- brick and concrete. These Improve- taking parlors, where they were em
ning by April 1. When completed the ments will do away with the
s balmed
and shipped east on the afterout of El Paso.
road will ran from Huron to the Po
noon train, accompanied by his wife,
land mine, a distance of eight miles.
three children and a brother. The de
New Century Comfort.
Superintendent Hibbard and a railyears old. Las
Millions are daily finding a world of ceased was thirty-threway
corps were at Gallup comfort in Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It Vegas Record.
"looking over the ground between Gal kills pain from burns, scalds, cuts,
Children Especially Liable
lup and Gibson with a view of putting bruises; conquers ulcers and fever
In a track to the new Canavan mine, sores; cures eruptions, salt rheum, ly Burns, bruises and cuts are extreme
and if neglected often result
one and a half miles north of Gallup. bolls and felons; removes corns and In painful
blood poisoning.
Children are es
pile
warts.
Best
on
cure
Only
earth.
The shaft is down 132 foet and shows
pecially liable to such mishaps be
25c
at
drug
all
stores.
a vein six feet thick, the vein being
cause not so careful. As a remedy
o
probably the Old Diamond vein.
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve Is un
If Banner Salve
The Deming Ilerild saysWages doesn't cure your piles, your money equalled. Draws out the fire, stops the
are pretty good at the railroad front, will be refunded. It is the most heal- pain, soon heals the wound. Beware
of counterfeits. Sure cure for piles.
Alvarado Pnarmacy.
Mexicans receiving $1.0 to fl.75 per ing medicine.
"DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve cured
day, Americans from $1.75 to $2. Exmy
baby of eczema after two physicA COYOTE CHASE.
cepting the commissary car, there are
ians gave her up," writes James Mock,
no stores alorg the line, and prospect- Sheep Men North of Phoenix to InstL N. Webster, Ind. "Those sores were
ors from Fremont and Hachita disso bad she soiled two to five dresses
tute a Hunt for the Desert Cur.
tricts will do well to go prepared with
Sheep men of the Salt River valley a day." J. H. O'Reilly & Co.. and B.
,
food, canteens and barrels. Take livery will Institute a coyote hunt next week H. Briggs & C.
o
and outfit lrom Deming.
and the stag hounds of E. E. Jack, of
La grippe coughs often continue for
ranch, about two months and oftimes lead to fatal reThere were several engineers and the Bartlett-Hearsurveyors from the east passed miles north of Glendale, have been en- sults after the patient is supposed to
through here this week for the hills, gaged for the event, says the Phoenix have passed the danger point. Foley's
Honey and Tar affords positive pro"
looking for reservoir sites. They are Gazette.
Mr. Hamilton and Mr. Jack were In tection and security from these coughs.
sent out here by wealthy men in the
east. If they succeed in their mission, the city and discussed the proposed Alvarado Pharmacy.
o
and it Is devoutly hoped they may, chase.
Miss Ida McCune, the popular teachTular-osstorage
for water,
Thousands of coyotes are now gath- er of vocal and Instrumental music,
and procure
and the surrounding valley will ered around the
camps has been so successful in securing puflourish iike a green bay tree. Tular-os- north of Phoenix.
Such great num- pils that she has decided to remain
Democrat.
bers have never before been known to permanently in Albuquerque and Is exThe Carlsbad Argus says: W. H. gather In one spot, and they are In- pecting her mother and brother to join
Hull is now in full charge of the local flicting such heavy losses upon the her here in a few days.
railway station, A. A. Driggs making
the formal transfer of the office late
lately from
last wetk. Harry
Canyon City, but who worked here for
a short time last spring, now holds
f down the telegraph key in the office.
The new regime is already quite popular, both agent and assistant being efficient and accommodating officials.
The Lordsliurg Liberal sajs: Tueg.
day, when the east bound passenger
4v nr.
train was ia the yarl, a tramp stole a
fine overcoat from one of the cars. The
owner did not miss it until the train
;
left the station. At Separ the conduc'&
tor telegraphed an pecount of the theft,
and a description of the coat. It did
not take Agent Clapp long to find a
tramp with pretty tough clothes and a
$40 raglan overcoat. Judge
fint th" tramp up for ninety days, and
the rcr.t wrts forwart'd to its owner.
The EI Paso Western Railway
is piling up ties at Carizilillo for
a
Amen-hcu- se
a
the c 'MstriK tion of the line from
to EI Paso, and (lie junction Is
wives
apain the domicile of a large number
Dr.
You should know
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third of
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Cari-a'.Iill-
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of Mexicans who make fairly comfort-a- l
lo shelter out of the ties. The tents
lor t'.t- 3co:n;nod?.t;on of tne
lair patronage-- .
Cio reccl
-

Trefday

;

Mexicp.n

considered himself

rol L( .1 at the gaining table, returned
wiln a crowd of friends and missed by
a hair killiir' the proprietor of the saloon. Then' was much shooting and
the Ami neons in camp had lo get out
of the way. An employe of the Golden
ese;iw
Cross ce?npa!y had a
ing ol! aumnd him, althe bullets
though be had no part ir the (juarrcl.
Doming He rald.
J. J. Burns, sunei int r.dt ut of the
first division of the Denver & Uio
Grande, with heElia:ti'is at Pulelo
for the last tenyears, ami one of the
best known railrcad men in t he west.

i
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have found

Powder invaria- hy c guarantee of pure, delicious
and Yhelecone food.

Akr&ys makes the pethct hhcast:
c:3 and hvead.
Priz Ca,vng Pcy.'scs
Chicago.
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FOR THE BOYELS

GEORGE CONARD THE VICTIM.

VfeS-VP-

,

Last Thursday morning, at Burns'
nancn. this county, John J. Tobln shot
ana seriously wounded George N. Con
uii. a
cattle man.
The
tacts or the shooting as learned by us
Is as follows:
For a week or more
Conard and a hired man had been at
work putting the Burns Ranch, a small
tract of land five miles west of Mud
Springs, in shape for the planting of
a garden, but had run out of provisions
ana norse feed and had gone to Chlor
Ide to replenish the sunnlles. Return
ing Thursday morning he found Tobln
in possession of the place. As ha wan
driving down the road from the sum
mit or the range to the ranch he was
halted by Tobln. who ordered him to
go no farther. Conard stated to Tobln
thr.t he wanted no trouble with him,
but that he was going to put his feed
and provisions in a shed used as a
barn. Tobin called to his wife, asking
her if she had her gun ready and the
woman came out at once and went toward Conard. Disregarding the attitude of Tobin. Conard started the team
toward the barn and Tobln raised his
gun to shoot. Conard said, don't shoot.
ai me same time reaching for a rifle
that lay In the wagon. As soem as
Tobin saw the rifle he ran to the house
and took refuge behind it. The woman
then caught the horses' heads and
stopped the team. Neit wishing to have
a row with the woman, Conard began
to unhitch the team and the woman
stood back and looked oa. When the
team was unhitched the hired man
took the horses to the water and was
giving them a drink. Conard picked up
a box and placing it on his shoulder
started for the shed, leaving his rifle
standing against the wagon. He was
halted by Tobln before he had gone
many yards and told to drop the box
and that he. Tobln. would put it away.
Conard said, I will put It away myself.
Tobln then raised his gun and fired,
the lewd of buckshot passing over
Conard's head, the wad striking him in
the face. He again fired, this time the
load striking Conard In the right arm
as he had it raised up holering the box

CANDY

N

wen-know-

GUARANTEED CURB for ell bowet trouble, appendicitis, biliousnrsi. bad brea-.h- , bad
mmii, iimasD mi iramnn, cioiira do we m, ioui mourn, nrtdache,
p.nrl- pains aftrT eating, lier trouble, allnw complexion and di:inc3S. Whon yoer bovrla
don't move rer;uUrljr you are tick. Constipation kills more pcoplo than all ot.-i- t'm
together. It is starter for the chronic ailments and lore: years of si'PTir.c i --.ttcme
afterwards. No matter what ails you, start takir CASCAKEtS toflav, for you will
grt we.l and be well all the time until you put yjur bowels rishk Take our
eiart
) anJ booklet free. Address Sterling Remedy Company, Chicago er New Yci k. a v.
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ZEIGER CAFE
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors

,

BAR AND CJLUB ROOMS
FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES & COGNAC
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported and Domettlo Cigars

coroooDooooooc
Finest'tratn In the world;
goee

the distance
around the world; near the
greatest canyon In the world ;
best railway meal Bervlce In
the world.
one-tent-

h

Daily. Chicago to
aan Francisco, Los Angeles
and Sab. Diego.
Wide vestlbuled, electric

lighted and luxuriously

equipped.

The
California
Limited
Santa Fe

Two Sides
Aside from the cheer and
comfort It gives to life

on his shoulder. Had it not been for
the box his head would have been torn
off.
As it was his arm caught the
whole force of the charge and was horDrawing room Pullmans,
ribly torn up. The box fell from the
Buffet smoking car (with
nerveless arm and Conard started for
barber shop), Harvey dining
the wagon. Tobin called to his wife
car, observation car (with
to get Conard's rifle and shoot the b
ladies' parlor).
of a b h. The woman grabbed tin the
Best train or best travelers.
gun and started away from Conard
Three days from Chicago,
with it. Tobln again called to her to
four days from Atlantic coast
bring It to him, which she did. As soon
Visit Grand Canyon of
as Tobin got the gun he took aim and
Arizona en route, now
fired at Conard, shooting him through
reached by tail.
the front part of the left leg alove the
Illustrated books
knee. Conard and the hired man were
"To California and Back."
getting away over the hill as fast as
"Grand Canyon of Arizona,"
they could go and were soon out of
ten cents.
range. The wounded man walked and
rode the five miles to his home at Mud
F. L. MYERS, Agent.
Springs, the wounds bleeding profusely. When he arrived at his home he
was weak from loss of blood. His wife
and hired man at once set about get
ting a wagon ready and brought the
wounded man to town, arriving here
about 2 o'clock yesterday morning. A
complaint was sworn to and officers
sent out to arrest the shooters. Tobln
went to Chloride and gave himself up.
far erarlnt tk mM anaUr Of (I iabariMieM
to rk.AK.SOX
NUa7.IMC ba'or (taoslx Ut,
The officers are expected in today with
IWH, bmtiist
idk jam a
norat ioa
km
the wife, who is jointly cnarged with
ol So a foat for Ulo, a- vr?laorder,
MOBlklf or quartorlf WojIwiqmh.
Thfc It IJW
the crime.
turgtM arflM ever orrro) In the world tmt work
neod lotorforo wiia so ooVs rvfulat paroall
The trouble grew out of the posses
Uador Iho I if. Kiporluco ToolM IN. V. Ruto) H
o( 11 jmmn.
,
Kiallt.toluiU, k.rf 40or (Irl
sion of the Burns' Ranch. Over a year
IO Uo SUO or aouiM
odrouAOi Oraviahm Inr
ota
mil I'KAKMIH S. 'tfcouca aot jml tmrm
ago Conard leased the ranch to Tobln
u
mf
trmrt oM. mmt orar tw,H oirraUUua a fc laa mlf
l
la Ilia laaaatna told, lo mmr'i
and wife and aided them In putting in
aow a oopj aa4 aipiaia in ann
ana aa ordor la taa
a garden. When the lease had expired
Sn frlaa. (l.lUtt H Prlaa,
tfraal aialorll. of eoora.
tva
la aa aaaaiHiaa.
(7a
friaa,
all
ivti
Aov
robin Bet up that he was as much en
bilious aorkoro of mmf mam wa
a got oa a, laa
wurUJ ara aarwawtlj rouiirrtra to writ
titled to the ranch as Conard and rea4oravao4 tor full aarticakua (tiro kMai
mm aiporioaoo roqauoa.
Saiala oojimo mmi
fused to pay rent or vacate. Conard
niborripuoa liliaii faraaaoaa. Afoot W aaioa,
brought an action of forcible detainer
Mae I
&
against Tobin and the court awarded
Pearson Publishing Co.
43.43 E. 19th St..
Judgment for Conard. defendant Tobln
X NEW YORK
failing to appear and defend. By an
order of court Tobin and wife were re
moved from the place and at their re
quest their goods were taken to Till
STEVE bALLINi, Prop.
man's. The matter was supposed to
rest there, but subsequent events prove
We handle the finest line of Liquors
that 1 obin propesed to have the ranch,
and Cigars. All patrons and friends
right or wrong.
to visit the Iceberg.
Cemard is now at Hotel Beale under cordially invited
South Second street.
he care of Dr. Ealy and is getting
along as well as could be expected.
The re are several wounds in his arm
Win.
made by the buckshot.
One of the
uckshot struck him In the breast, but
striking a rib, glanced off, inflicting a
hVsh wound. The rifle wound in the
Automatic 'phone 574 '
is large and painful. Kingman,
216 South Second Street.
Ariz., Miner.
Albuquerque, Is. Mex.
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Whiskey
is friendship's pledge In
happy hours.

It

and the

Tonic of Health.

The
?
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FOR LIFE!
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Wholesale liquor mer-o- f
chants, distributors,
West Railroad Ave.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

E. J. Alger. D. D. S.
ARMIJO BLOCK, over Ilfeld Brothers.
Ofllce hour: 8 a. m. to 12 p. m. ; 1:30 p. m
to S p. m. Automatic telephone No. 462.
Appointments made by mail.
LAWYERS

mm

Bernard 3. Rodey

!
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The ICEBERG
109-11-

1

Glaesner,
Tailor.

Co.

Meyers-Ab- el

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
DENTISTS

Tay you

Dollar A Day

Is

The Charm of Hospitality

Albuquerque, N.
Prompt attention Riven to all business
pertalnlnir to the profession. Will time
tlce In all courts of the territory and before the United States lund oHlce.
ATTOR.N

M.

W. B. Childera
Office

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

117

Oolii

avenue; entrance also through Cromwell
iiiook. ti. u. Med er. In my absence .wllL
be found In the office and represent me.
uusinesa win receive prompt and efficient
attention.
I. M. Bond
ATTORN
42 F street, N.
W., Washington, D. C. l'enions, lands,

patents, copyrights, cavlats, letters
ent, trade marks, claims.

pat-

William D. Lea
Office, room
N. T. ArmlJo bulldinar. Will nractiiw
all the courts of the territory.
ATTORNEY-AT-I.A-

7.

in

R. W. D. Bryan

Allmooro.io

ATTORN'EY-AT-I.A-

M.

Office,

First National Bank
Frank W. Clancy

1ST

building.

ATTORNEY- - a LAW. room S nn.l
N. T. ArmlJo building, Albuquerque, N.m!
--

E. W. Dobton

3

ATTORNEV-AT-LA-

Offl

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

Crom

John H. Stingle,
ATTORNEY-AT-I.AU'.
I'maiw.n
Yancy, Faducab, Ky., writes:
Albuquerque, N. il.
'I had a severe case of kidney disease
and three of the best physicians la
MELINI
EAKIN
PHYSICIANS
southern Kentucky treated me without
WHOLESALE LIQUORS, CIGARS
UCCC88.
I was induced to try Foley's
Dr. J. E. Bronson
Kidney Cure. The first bottle gave im- Homeopathic Physician,
Room 17.
mediato relief and three bottles cured
We handle everything in our lino
Whltln B Block.
me entirely. I gladly recommend this
Distillers Agents
wonderful remedy." Take no Bubsti- Special distributors Taylor &
Williams
t'.itf. Alvarado Pharmacy.
Louisville, Kentucky
o
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
I. ining has a magnificent school 111 P. First St.. Albuquerque, N. M
FIRE INSURANCE,
system.
GENTLEMEN
REAL ESTATE,
-- oOur selection of over two thousand
NOTARY PUBLIC.
MONUMENTS.
All k!nds of stone and mable work.
winter samples, comprising all. the ROOMS 12 14. CROMWELL
BLOCK.
Prices moderate. Shop and yard corfashionable goods for gentlemen's
Automatic Telephone 174.
suitings, fancy vestlngs, overcoats
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
and fulldiess suits, are ready for
II. Q. MAURINO.
your inspection. Our tailoring and
o
Keep your eye on Deming.
styles are unexcelled and the prices
First street
talk. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
BALLING BROa., Proprietors.
Investments In Ieining lots will
215 South Second street.
douliH and treble in one year.
o
Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
In Deming good safe loans can be
had at better rates than In the old esWe desire patronage, and we
Dor.lcr In
tablished towns.
guarantee firs'-clas- s
baking.
o
207 8. Firat street, Mbuquerque, N. M.
Misses and children's dresses just
received. Price. 75c to $5. Leon B.
Smashing Prices.
Stern.
We are using a steam hammer for
process
and are succeding admirDeming, the seat of the new county 206 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, the
ably. Simon Stern, the Railroad aveof Luna.
A.BUQUERQUE, N. M.
W.

!.

&

B. A. SLEYSTER,

PIOIYEER BAKERY

J. A. SKINNER

Staple and

B..!.;.-- , ,-- pry.w:,
r.'- -.
r.r.i! i tli. r Itp.'i, i

ar.il inji:r;..;:.,

KST

Possession Over a Small Ranch Re
suits in a Bloody Shooting.

Fancy Groceries

nue clothier.

8
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Fred Huntng. of Los Lunas, is in the
city trading today.
Boys enjoyed snow balling In good

i

SHOE MOST ANY WHERE,
WILL

NOT, BUY

BUT IT

IN ANY OTHER

STORE AS GOOD A SHOE AS WE

OFFER FOR

THIS

PRICE.

SHOES ARE MADE OF SELECTED
BOX CALF OR VICI KID, WITH OAK

SOLES
WEAR.

AND

GUARANTEED

THEY

ARE

GENUINE

Nos. 118 and liO South Second St.

Special Sale of Felt Shoes
We otill have a nice line left and offer them at the following reduced prices:
Ladies' Dongola, Flannel Lined, at 1.25, f 1.50, $1.75, choice for 95 cents.
Ladles' Felt and Quilted Slippers. $1, $1.25 and $1.50, choice for 80 cents.
'
Men's Felt Slippers, $125. $1.35, $1.50, all for 95 cents.

w.

Pounding Them Down.
Our little pile driver Is at work
pounding down prices and can be
plainly seen in our big window. Our
green tag sale is a big success as a
value giver. Simon Stern, the Rail
road avenue clothier.

tip. but it is Invisible, and you could
not pull it off if you tried to. For
men's or women's shoes, 5 cents a
pair at C. May's Popular Priced Shoe
Store, 208 West Railroad avenue,

cured. .
Miss Anna Fisher left this morning
MONEY TO LOAN.
On diamonds, watches, etc., or any ror La Junta to reside. Her brother,
good security; also household goods John Fisher, who has been a mall clerk
stored with me; strictly confidential. between Albuquerque and El Paso, has
Window shades in all colors and Highest cash price paid for household been transferred, with headquarters at
widths at Albert Faber's. 305 Railroad goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
La Junta.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue.
Deming has just been incorporated.
Robert E. Putney and wife, and J. H.
Pegue and wife, and others, took adSubscribe for The Dally Citizen and
Mrs. Albright, the Artist,
get the news.
vantage of the snow yesterday afterDeming, the gateway to the best Is again In her studio, 113 North Third noon and enjoyed a sleigh ride. The
street. Parties who wish fine work in
part of Old Mexico.
snow has about all melted off the
Buy your blankets and comforters artistic photography, should call and giound today.
,
of Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue. leave their orders for the new carbon
The high-flyeLittle, who did up
photo,
the
latest
in
photographic
are.
Deming, the railroad center of New
Phoenix and made his escape, was
Mexico.
here about a year ago, and cut quite
Our
Green
Tag
Sales.
Did you ever lose your temper by
a swell in social circles. He
then
pulling off the ends of your shoe Have become famous. Twlp n vrar w known as G. E. Leslie, and was
his graft
.out everything In tha wav nf
strings when you Mere in a hurry? Clean
s
And prices are chopped in was theatricals.
Use the Congdon patent lace and you two.
Miss Edyth Everitt, teacher at tne
Simon
Railroad avewill avoid this. They have a metal nue clothier. Stern.
Fourth ward school, is at home this
week nursing a cold. Miss Mata Tway
is susttituting in her place. Miss Ever
itt expects to be able to continue her
duties on Monday.
Hon. H. O. Bursum, the territorial
penitentiary superintendent, is In Socorro today on business. He will shape
bis affairs down south so as to be present at the governor's Inaugural in Sant
ta Fe on Saturday.
Diamonds, Silverware, Cut Glass, largest stock of the
J. W. Shamburg, of New York, who
finest jewels. Lowest prices.
has spent the last week in the city,
studying conditions, left last night for
El Paso. Before leaving Mr. Shamburg altared his appearance very much
by removing his moustache.
RAILROAD AVtNUE
John Willis Baer, secretary for the
World's Christian Endeavor society,
who will speak at the Congregational
church ob Sunday afternoon and even
ing, keeps the records of more than
G0.000 Christian Endeavor societies.
Russ Klstler, formerly of the Las
Vegas Optic, has enjoyed himself immensely in Albuquerque, the past two
days, and hopes to get away for El
All BOOTH'S WHITE g Paso tonight. He will be a member of
the editorial and reportorial force on
MON- - g the News.
LAUNDERED
The Twentieth Century Social club
ARCH and WILSON
will give its first bail this evening at
Grant's halL Professor Dl Mauro and
BP.CS. SHIRTS, forMiss Hanthorne will furnish the music.
The club has already fifty members
merly $1.25 and $1.50
and will likely have a hundred before
another dance is given.
'A
V,'
In the scuffle for base ball players,
the big league clubs seem to have left
Fred. Raymer altogether out in the
cold. He played good ball with the
Chicago Nationals last season, but In
t'uo published make-uof that team,
Fred. Raymer's name does not appear.
'
3
V.' j
It is whispered in certain sporting
...
?n:-circles, that base ball will bo made
Walkover $3.50 Shoes,
lively !n the metropolis the coming
the best in the world-beason, and that half a dozen clubs
will 1)0 organized. Old Albuquerque
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY.
already has two organized clubs, ami
they are about ready to start the ball
rolling.
E
The team hitched to the Gleckler
milk wagon had a little fun this morning. Somebody at the Commercial club
o
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left-over-
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Birthday and
Wedding Gifts

EVERITT, The Diamond Palace

Better Get in Line

A

Only $1

g

JS.

L.

WASHBCBN, .iBfiSi?

THE ECONOMIST

OR V GOODS.

THE LARGEST RETAIL STOCK OF DRY GOODS

ui

MAIL ORDERS

Filled Same

at Received

Day

IN NEW MEXICO.

Our Annual Sale of

Jul!

i

Linens and Household Furnishings
That' welcome news f
2
u.

2x

y

the housekeeper, as it will be

"

:tlietinest collection or table linens, towels, napkins, sheets acd 8
8heetir?, pillow cases and counterpanes eveivcn in city. If

I!
So
12

Napkins

Half Bleached Table Linen, 64
33c
inches wide, only
Hotel Linen, 6 different designs to select a good
wearer, values to 60c, only.422c
bleachTable Linen,
ed, fine quality, 8 different patterns to choose from, values to

Hotel Linen Napkins,
size,
all linen, regular $1.00 napkin;
January Sale
75C
Half Bleached Linen Napkins,
size, values up to $1.75 per
doss., January Sale price. . .$1.15
Bleached Linen Napkins, 20
qualities to select from; In all
widths, styles and qualities to
match any of the linens mentioned above; new patterns;
prices range upwards from $1.25.
Huck Towels, size 14x24-incblue and red border; each. 8

.......

75c, only

.50c
t
Hleached Table Linens, 62-lwide, regular 66c value; put in

this sale at only..
50c
C pieces Irish Table Linen, all
different patterns and good
weight, 64 to 68 inches wide,
values In this lot to 90c per
yard; Special January Sale
price
75c
Satin Damask Table Linen, 68
to 72 inches wide, in both Irish
and German make, all different
patterns, with napkins to match
any of them, values in this lot
up to $1.35 the yard; Special
price, a yard
$1.00

I
H

20 Towels
Huck Towels, extra length and
width, actual measurement 28x
regular value 33c; Special price
25c
24x44
Knotted End Fringe
Damask Towels, our regular 35c
towel; January Special
25o
20x39
Hemstitched Damask
Towels, all white linen, regular
50c value; January Special.. 33c

z

o
)U(

'

Table Linens
h

day.
W. S. Strickler, cashier of the Bank
of Commerce, who was sfck at home
with a cold which had settled in one
cf his ears, was up and around at his

bank duties today.
E. J. Dedman, a business man of Ala- mogordo, and Miss Ethel Dennison a
teacher at the government Indian
school at Albuquerque, will be married
In this city on February 6.
C. N. Cotton and S. E. Aldrlch, two
well known and popular Gallup mnr- chants and Indian traders, are in tne
city today on business. They will re
turn to Galup tomorrow night.
Mrs. Kate Whltmore, of El P&eo,. was
a through passenger on No. 2 this morning en route to Hillsboro, Iowa, to
visit relatives. Mrs. Whltmore is an
old friend of Mrs. J. W. Prestel.
The St John's choir will give a
concert at Grant's hall on rlday, Feb
ruary 7. the proceeds of which will be
for the benefit of the choir. . The best
musical" talent in the city will be se-

1ME ECONOMIST.

)Ol

avenue tonight.
J. H. Mearrup, of the wool scouring
AND ROUND TOES AND REPREmills, returned last night from a business trip to Philadelphia and Boston
SENT AS MUCH STYLE AS THE
on wool matters.
HIGHER PRICED GOODS.' AN
The El Paso News says: Ed. Farr.
the Albuquerque cattle buyer. Is in the
WILL PROVE THIS.
city, but will leave tonight with six
cars of fatted cattle.
School Superintendent M. E. Hickey,
who has been suffering the past week
EVERYBODY LIKES
with a slight attack of pneumonia, is
reported better today.
good coffee, but Its hard to get good
Last night, Richard Wetherell, man
one., time and bad the next. You've ager for the Hyde Exploring Expedi
tion, shipped a large invoice of handfound it bo, haven't you? Let as sup some Navajo blankets to a Chicago
ply you with our Mocha and Java cof firm.
B. H. Ives, the south Albuquerque
fee. You will find It good all the time
florist, will supply the flowers to be
25 and 85 Cents a pound. All our gro used at
the inaugural ceremonies of
ceries are the same good all the time, Governor Otero at Santa Fe on Satur

L. BELL & CO.
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WELTS WITH EXTENSION 80LES
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Pattern
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H. Hase.
Fire Chief Ruppe's electrical piano
has arrived and will be on exhibition
at his place of business on Railroad

TO

All

UUUU,

The Economist

McCALL BAZAAR
PATTERNS.

5H
)

noon.
Archie Sweetland came In from the
west this morning to spend a few days
with friends and relatives.
uovernor Otero and wife will not
reach Santa Fe until Friday evenine.
The Inauguration will occur Saturday.
Miss Z. A. Johnson, who has spent
several days in the city, left this morn-infor her home in Des Moines, Iowa.
Hon. B. S. Rodey is sending out Uls
seeds of compliments this year with
"Work for Statehood" printed on the

wrappers.
Miss Anna Hase returned to Santa
Fe this morning after a few weeks
visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs

OUR

UHT

Agents for

earnest several hours yesterday after

WILL BUY A PRETTY GOOD MEN'S

i .

THE ECONOMIST.

All our sheets made with a
iuch hem on one side and a
2- - inch
hem on the other, made
of Pepperell or Mohawk muslin,
for'less money than the raw
material will cost.

4

1-

17x32-inch-

e

Ready-Mad- e

work.

Deming.
Deming Is being talked of everywhere, and Is attracting the attention
she deserves from all quarters. In consequence of this great interest and to
give those Interested In this town there
will be an excursion run from El Paso
on the 17th inst., so tbat all those In
attendance at the carnival may have

an opportunity to see for themselves
this very much talked of town. An
opportunity will be given those who
take this trip to acquire property here
at an exceedingly low figure. This opportunity is not limited to the excursionists, but will be extended to any
who may wish to be present at the
sale, from other towns. It will pay
you to be present.
o

In These Cold Mornings
you need a coal that will burn up
quickly and radiate a quick heat. Our
Gal'.up lump at $5 a ton will insure
this, llahn, both 'phones.
o
Fresh Cut Flewera
IVES, THE FLORIST.
o
Deming has now a large ice plant

and electric light system under

Old 'Phone

New 'Phone

59.

152

72x90. . .49c

Muslins and Sheetings

at special reduced prices during

the monia of January.
wide, good quality. Unbleached Muslia
5c
- yard
wide, good quality.
Bleached Muslin
8c
1-

Counterpanes

White Counter Panes No. 48,
size; Special at...
50c
White Counter Panes No. .54,
12x4 size; Special at
63c
White Counter Panes, good ordinary weight. No. 63, at.. . .75c
White counter Panes, extra
good weight. No. 75, at
85o
White Counter Panes, extra
weight and size, No. 90, r.t.$1.00
Ail the aoove Crochet Spreads
are pearl hemmed and ready for
use. Marseilles Spreads In exceptionally good values; prices
range upwards from $1.25 to

2- -

ing

11x4

yd. wide, Unbleached

24-y-

;

wide Unbleached

d

ing
ing

Bleached

wide Bleached

2l,4-y-

.

wljle Bleached

ing

Sheet18c
Sheet-

20c

,

wide

ing

Sheet19c
Sheet-

21c
Sheet-

23c

Embroidery Special
1,000 yards Of Assorted Embroidery an1 Insertions, values
up to 15c & yard; your choice of
any in tne lot, a yard
5c

$5.00.
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WE ARE STILL HAMMERING DOW2C MtfCES
FOR OUR GREEX TAG SALE. WE PROP&SiE
TO MAKE THESE SALES FAMOUS BY GIVING
BIGGER VALUES EACH SEASON, AND A LOOK
AT THOSE GREEN TAGS IN OUR WINDOWS

,

WILL TELL THE STORY STILL BETTER.

IS

MEN'S AND BOYS'

.

other for thirty years, Patrick having
been in Australia, and William, whose
middle name was Ambrose, living in
New Mexico, being both a mining man
and a stockman.
Garfield Hughes will leave for Chicago tomorrow morning, where he is
assigned to a position in the carrier
service of the postal department. Garfield has lived in Albuquerque almost
all his life. He is a University boy,
and packed his books in that excellent
institution to enlist in Roosevelt's regiment. During the past two years he
has occupied a position in the local
postoftlce. A wide circle of relatives
and friends in this city wish him success in his new and larger field of

39c
45c

3fix42-inc-

,

:

shook a rug while Mr. Gleckler was
out of the wagon serving a customer.
The horses became frightened and ran
down Fourth street about tnree blocks,
and when some one yelled "milk" they
stopped, doing no more damage than
to break a few bottles.
Mr. Thompson spoke of hl3 work in
Africa to a very Interested audience
at the Lead Avenue Methodist church
last evening. He showed the various
Implement's of agriculture, warfare,
etc., besides musical instruments,
charms, the skins of animals, the clothing of tne people and much besides.
He will speak to the children today
and tomorrow. There will be no service at the church tonight.
'Patrick O'Brien, of 310 Central avenue, East Newark, N. J., writes to The
Citizen for information about his brother, William O'Brien, who according
to a newspaper item going the rounds,
was found dead In New Mexico. The
brothers had not seen or heard of each

54x90...
63x90...

81x90... 55o
90x90... 60c
100 dozen Pillow Cases, sizes
a fair quality muslin; Special Price, each
8c
Keady-Mad-

Bed Spreads and

204

Sheets,
Sheets,
Sheets,
Sheets,
Sheets,

Ready-Mad- e
Ileady-Mad- e

assorted borders; each
10c
Huck Towels, extra heavy, size
18x36, in all white and 19x36 In
colored border hemmed towels;
;
choice
12'ac

DRY GOODS.

-

Ready-Mad- e

c

Huck Towels, size
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Ready Made Sheets
and Pillow Cases

A

,

CLOTHING
ALL OF OUR FORMER
$10, $12 and $13 suits, now
$13.50, $U and $15 suits, now
$10.50, $18 and $20 suits, now
$3 and $4 boys' suits, now
$5 and $0 boys' suits, now
$10 and $12, men's overcoats, now.
$13.50 and $15 men's overcoats, now
G5 and 75 cent knee pants, now

$ 8.75
$11.75
.$14.75
$ 2.90
$ 3.90
$ 8.75
$12.75
$ .50

We have also greatly reduced prices on men's trousers, quoting the $2.50 and $3.00 ones at $1.90 ; the $3.50
and $4.00 kinds at $2.90, and the $5.00 kinds at $3.90.

MEN'S

FURNISHING

GOODS

All of our broken lines of percale shirts, worth
and $1.50, go now at
All of our broken lines of underwear, worth $1.50, go
now at
$1-2-

.-

5

QfT

vvJU

95c

ALL OF OUR HATS HAVE BEEN REDUCED

IN PRICE Tp CLEAR THE DECK FOR SPRING
BUSINESS.

MEN'S SHOES
Odds mid ends in $2.50 and $3.00 shoes, now. . . .$1.90
Broken lines and sizes in $3.50 and $1 fahoos.". . .$2.90
Clearing sale of Hanau tan and black odd shoes. .$3.90

DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY TO PROVIDE YOURSELF WITH FIRST CLASS GOODS
AT THESE PRICES, WHICH. YOU CAN ONLY
OBTAIN HERE.

SI MON ST ERM

J. W. Edwards

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Progressive Mortician and Em
balmer.
Open day and night.
T

Hot Tamales Every Night.
This is a good time for the ounce of
Calls are
Chamois vests at Wilprevention.
promptly attended to.
Metropolitan (Billy Perry's
At
the
liams, 117 West Railroad avenue.
place) hot tamales will be served
o
AIho Nell Monument

Office and parlor

.

tuN.

chemically pure

water is
Second equal to Polau
Springs.
Deming

every night. Families wibh'.ng tamales
can order by telephont.

1

